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The results of work in two different aspects of Raman 
spectroscopy are presented. 
Part I describes a systematic and comprehensive calcul-
ation of selection rule tables for three- and four-photon 
Raman interactions. As a preliminary step, explicit quantum-
mechanical expressions forth~ scattering tensors are obtained, 
enabling- the symmetry of the tensors to be analysed. It is 
found that these tensors do not possess the symmetry previous-
ly ascribed to them in the literature. Selection rule tables 
are calculated using standard group theoretical techniques. 
The results show thit it may be possible to measure, by means 
of high-order Raman spectroscopy,· energy levels which cannot 
be measured directly by conventional spectroscopic techniques. 
In Part II, an experimental investigation of the Co 2+ 
ion in Cdcl 2 , MnC1 2 , cocl 2 and CdBr 2 using conventional Raman 
spectroscopy is described. In these crystals, the Co 2+ ion 
experiences a trigonal crystal field which gives rise to a 
low-lying manifold of six doubly-degenerate energy levels with 
a total splitting of about 1000 cm- 1 • Spectra have been 
recorded at room, liquid air and liquid helium temperatures 
for varying concentrations of Co 2+ ions in the host crystals, 
enabling all energy levels to be measured in each df the four 
cases. Close fits with crystal field theoretical calculations 
are achieved. The results are compared with those previously 
obtained by infrared absorption experiments, and the 
superiority of Raman spectroscopy as a technique for measuring 
low energy transitions is shown. A preliminary investigation 
of antiferromagnetic Cocl 2 is presented. 
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P A R T I 
SELECTION RULES FOR THREE- AND FOUR-PHOTON RAMAN INTERACTIONS 
1 
C H A P T E R 1 
INTRODUC'I'ION 
When a system of nuclei and electrons is subjected to an 
external electric field, a field-dependent dipole moment is 
produced. This induced moment,~, may be expanded as a power 
series in the applied field, E: 
= a.E· -:· §_.!P_2 + ~-~ . .3 + • • • (1. 1) 
The linear term adequately describes the induced moment for 
moderate field strengths, but when intense fields are used, 
the Sandy terms may become significant. At optical 
frequencies, high-powered lasers have been used to produce 
nonlinear effects such as second- and third-harmonic 
generation, and frequency mixing. The polarizability 
expression (1.1) also describes inelastic, or Raman, scatt'er-
ing processes, in which the state of the irradiated system 
after the interaction differs from the initial state. 
Attainable field strengths, such as are required to produce 
two-photon stimulated Raman scattering, are sufficiently 
intense to produce observable higher-order Raman scattering. 
Selection rules for the Raman process described by S were 
calculated by Cyvin et al. 1 following the first observation 
of three-photon Raman scattering2 Three-photon electronic 
Raman scattering has been observed in Kand Rb vapours 314 
under near resonance conditions. In 1965, Dumartin et al. 5 
observed the v 7 line of benzene in an inverse Raman experiment 
carried out near the threshold for stimulated Raman emission; 
2 
these aut_hors attributed the relaxation of selection rules to 
the high value of the laser field. This view was subsequently 
confirmed by Ievleva and Karagodova 6 , who calculated the 
transformation properties of they tensor for the group D6h, 
which describes the symmetry of the benzene molecule, and 
showed that the v 7 line, forbidden by the a selection rules, 
is allowed by those for y. In addition, Ozgo7 has calculated 
transformation properties of Y for the 32 crystallographic 
point groups. 
In Chapter 2 of this work, diagrarrunatic perturbation 
theory819 is used to investigate the explicit form of the 
Raman tensors corresponding ·to the Sandy terms in the 
polarizability expansion. In the earlier work11617 , with the 
exception of that of Li10 , the selection rule calculations 
were made under the assumption th~t the Sand Y Raman tensors 
are totally symmetric with respect to interchange of the 
component indices, although the tensors do not by definition 
possess this symmetry. ·It is found, on examination of the 
symmetry properties of Sand Y, that in cases favourable for 
observation of the higher-order effects which they describe, 
the nonsymmetric components are not negligible. Accordingly, 
in Chapter 3, the selection rules for the nonsymmetric S 
and Y Raman tensors, as well as for the symmetric Y tensor, 
are calculated for the important molecular point groups, 
including the .crystallographic point groups. In Chapter 4, 
the results and their application are discussed, and optimum 
experimental conditions for the observation of three- and 
four-photon Raman effects are postulated. 
C H A P T E R 2 
rrHEORY 
2.1. SCATTERING PROCESSES 
The total radiated intensity per unit time of an 
oscillating electric dipole moment is given by11 
3 
I = 4 3 2 (4w0 /3c ) 11::.l (2.1) 
where w0 is the frequency of the emitted light, c the speed 
of light and~ the dipole moment. For Raman and Rayleigh 
scattering, the appropriate moment is given by equation (1.1), 
which may be written in cartesian form as 
= I a E 
o po o 
+ I 
C5, T 
6 E E 
p0T C5 T + I: Y E E E pan> o T v 
C5 1 T 1 V 
+ o O 0 
( 2. 2) 
where p, o, T, v = x, y or z. The linear term in the 
expansion (2.2) gives rise to the well-known two-photon Raman 
effect, in which the emitted light has frequency w0 = w1 + wif, 
where w1 is the frequency of the incident light, and 
nwif = fi(wi-wf) is the energy difference (Ei-Ef) between 
states i and f of the irradiated system. If i = f, the light 
is scattered with no change in frequency, and the a term 
corresponds to ordinary Rayleigh scattering. In a similar 
manner, the 6 and y tensors describe a variety of elastic 
(i = f) and inelastic (i ~ f) scattering phenomena such as 
frequency doubling, optical rectification and three-photon 
Raman scattering (6); frequency trebling, second-order 
Rayleigh scattering, and four-photon Raman scattering (Y). 
4 
Noting equation (2.1), it will be observed that the intensity 
of the scattered light has a fourth-power dependency on 
frequency for all these scattering phenomena. 
2.2 DIAGRAMMATIC PERTURBATION THEORY 
The quantum mechanical expression for the first-order 
polarizability may be readily found using second-order time 
12t 
dependent perturbation theory 
apqil~ft-l I: (<f I Jfp I <~j IM" Ii)+ U_L~f.J_j)(jL~f Ji)), 
J ~. ~ . ~+~ 
(2.3) 
provided that w0 or w1 does not coincide with a resonance 
frequency of the system. In such cases, equation (2.3) is 
modified by substituting w. - i (r ./2) for w., where r. = 1/T., 
J J J J J 
and T, is the mean lifetime of state j. Mis the operator 
J 
representing the electric dipol'e moment of the system, and the 
summation is over all states of the system~ 
if 
Note that a.pcr 
is non-symmetric with respect to interchange of p and cr. 
Derivation of expressions for the higher order tensors 
becomes increasingly more difficult, in part because 
perturbation calculations generate transient terms and 
unwanted information about scattering processes other than 
that which •is the subject of the calculation8 • These 
complications can be avoided by making use of "diagrammatic 
perturbation theory 11819 • The theory establishes rules for the 
construction of diagrams which enable expressions for 
scattering tensors to be written down directly, whilst 
t <il~.lj> in this reference is equivalent to <jl!:!Ji> in this work. 
simultaneously giving an insight into the physical nature of 
the interactions. 
5 
It is instructive to consider the diagrams relating to 
the more familiar a tens~r before applying the technique to 
the hyper-Raman effect. The diagrams corresponding to the 
terms under the summation in equation (2.3) are given (in the 
same order) in Figure 2.1. 
Wo,P 
f f 
Fig. 2.1 Perturbation diagrams describing the terms con-
tributing to the a Raman tensor. 
When interpreted according to the rules given in references 8 
and 9, the result may be written down directly, and it is 
exactly the equation (2.3). 
2.3 THREE-PHOTON INTERACTIONS 
As has been mentioned previously, the polarizability 
expansion (1.1) relates to a wide variety of elastic and 
inelastic, linear and nonlinear scattering phenomena. In this 
section, and in the rest of this chapter, we shall be 
concerned with inelastic processes only; i.e. th~se in which 
the initial and final states of the system differ. 
The S term in (2.2) corresponds to several nonlinear 
' effects, including three-photon Raman scattering and induced 
emission and absorption. The quantum mechanical expression 
for the B tensor is 
13p<fT•I= !_ L (<f I Mp I k)(k I MT I j)(j IM., Ii)+ i/J_.1!:f_P_~)(k IM., I j)(j IM, I i) 
fi2 j,k (Wji-w1) (wk1-wo) (w;,=Fw2) (wk1-wo) 
6 
(2. 4} 
This equation was obtained using diagrammatic perturbat-ion 
theory~ it agrees with expressions for B given by Li10 , and 
13 
Akhmanov and Klyshko The diagram given in Figure 2.2 
gives the term 
<f1Mplk><klMTlj><jlM0 li> 
(wj i -wl) (wki -wl =Fw2) 
which reduces simply and directly to the first term in (2.4}. 
k f 
Fig. 2.2. Perturbation diagram describing a term contrib-
uting to the B Raman tensor. 
The other five diagrams are obtained by permuting the order of 
the interaction vertices in Figure 2.2. 
If we take the frequencies of the incident photons w1 
and w2 to be equal, as is usually the case in practice, and 
choose the plus sign, then equation (2.4) describes the 
interaction tensor for the three-photon Raman effect with 
emitted frequency w0 = 2w1 + wif" Choosing the minus sign, 
7 
the process becomes induced emission at a frequency w0 = wif" 
This interaction is the inelastic process which derives from 
the elastic optical rectification interaction in which a de 
electric field is produced. We must, in this case, add 
another equivalent set of terms to those of equation (2.4), 
as the two processes described by SpaTif (w 0 ,w1 ,-w1 ) and 
SpOTif (w 0 ,-w1 ,w1 ) are inseparable. The induced emission 
process involves a transition from state i to state f. The 
tensor for the corresponding absorption, involving a transition 
from state f to state i, is merely the complex conjugate of 
that for the emission process (so that the transition 
probabilities of the two processes are the same). When 
w1 ~ w2 , three-photon Raman emission occurs at a frequency 
given by w0 = !w1 ±w 2 !+wif. 
Inspection of equation (2.4) shows that when w1 = w2 , the 
S tensor is symmetric in the indices a and T. That is, 
if if 
SPOT (w 0 ,w 1 ,w 1 ) = SpTCT (w 0 ,w 1 ,w 1). This is also true for 
induced emission and absorption processes since, as has been 
mentioned, the tensors S(w 0 ,w1 ,-w1 ) and S(w 0 ,-w1 ,w1 ) are in-
distinguishable. If w1 ~ w2 , then, as in the case of the a 
tensor, the S tensor does not exhibit any symmetry. 
8 
2.4 FOUR-PHOTON INTERACTIONS 
They term in,the polarizability expansion corresponds 
to a foutth-order scattering process involving three incident 
photons of irequency w1 , w2 and w3 , and is illustrated in 
Figure 2.3. 
k f 
Fig. 2.3 Perturbation diagram describing a term contrib-
uting to they Raman tensor. 
The quantum-mechanical expression for the tensor component 
ypcrTvif has been derived by the method of diagrammatic 
perturbation theory, and is found to be: 
9 
"/p,rr/!= _!_ L ((/j MP j l)(l JM, J /i)(k J M,:._[j)(j l_MdJ! + VL¥d_i)(l_J_Mr I f?)<.~J}f, /j)(j JM., Ii) 
fi3 J,k,l (wJ;-w1) (wk;-w1-w2) (wtf-wo) (wj;-w1) (wk;-wi=Fwa) (w11-wo) 
+ _VI Mp j l)(l j M, j k)(k IM. I j)(j_~[_Tj_D + UI Mp I!)(! IM, I k)(k IM. l})(j IM, Ii) 
(wj;-w-2) (wk;-w1-w2) (wlf-wo) (wj;=Fwa) (wk;-w1=Fwa) (w11-wo) 
+ <JI .ilfp j l)(l IM. J k)(k I_M.°jj)(j_j M, l_i) + UI Mp I f)(Z! Ma I k)(k IM, IJ)(j IM, Ii) 
(w1,-,~2) (wk,-w2=Fwa) (wlf-wo) (wj;=Fwa) (wk,-w2=Fwa) (w11-wo) 
+<JIM, I l)(/ j MP I k)(k) M, jj)(jJ Ma Ii)+([) M,j /)(l IMP I k)(k I M,/j)(jj M, Ii) 
(wJ,-w1) (wk;-w1-w2) (wu±wa) (wj;-w1) (wk;-w1=Fwa) (w1J+w2) 
+ (j IM, J /)_QJ MP I k)(k I Mu I j)(_j JM, I i) + _(/L~_,-J_!)y I Mp I k)(k I 11-fu I j)(j IM, Ii) 
(w1;-w2) (wk;-w1-w2) (wu±wa) (wj;=Fwa) (wk;-w1=Fwa) (wl/+w-2) 
+ (Jj M, J /)(/j it_{_,,j k)(kj M._jj)(jj M,j i) + _(/JMu I l)(/J Mp I k)(fl I M,lj)(jj M,.I i) 
(wJ;- w2) ( Wk;- w1=i=wa) ( w11+w1) (wj;=Fwa) ( Wk;-c..':?=Fwa) ( w71+w1) 
+ (JJ M,J l)(lj_M,j k)(kj Mpjj)(jj Mui i) +-<.LIM,/ l)(l/ M,I k)(kl Mpjj)(jl Mui i) 
(wJ;-w1) (wk,r+wz±wa) (wlf±wa) (wi,-w1) (wk1+w2±wa) (w1J+w2) 
+<JIM, j {)(l I .Mul_~)_(faj_~fp li2.YJ M,J.ii + (Jlj!.,:_l l)(l I Mu I k)(k I Mp/j)(j IM, Ii) 
(wj;-w2) (wk1+w1±wa) (wlf±wa) · (wj;=Fwa) (wk1+w1+w2) (wl/+w-1) 
+ (Jj Mu j /)(/JM,/ k)(~ / MP IJ)(j j M, Ii)+ (JI Mu/ l)(l I lvf, I k>(k I Mp I j)(j) M, / i) 
(wj;-w2) (wk1+w1±wa) (wu+w1) (wj;=Fwa) (wkf+w1+w2) (wu+w1) 
+ (jj M, j /)(/ I jl,f, I k)(k I M~_lj)(j I Mp Ii)+ sj_~!!_L~L~ M, I k)(k I Mu /j)(j I lvfp Ii) 
(wJ;+wo) (wk1+w2±wa) (wu±wa) (wi;+wo) (wk1+w2±wa) (w11+w2) 
+ u I 1}f, ! l)(t l M. L~~-k[, I j)(j I Mp I i) + (/ I M, I l)(l IM. I k)(k IM, I j)(j I Mp Ii) 
(wj;+wo) (wk1+w1±wa) (wi1±wa) (wi;+wo) (wk1+w1+w2) (w//+w-i) 
+ <JI Mu J l)(l IM, I k)(k IM, J j)(j I Mp I i.).+ YIM., I/)(/ IM, )_~2y~ IM, I j)(j I Mp Ii))• .· 
(wj;+wo) (c.,1.-1+w1±wa) (w11+w1) (wj;+wo) (wk1+w1+w.J) (w1J+w1) , 
The first term inside the summation is obtained from the 
diagram given in Figure 2.3. 
. (2.5) 
The tensor y(w 0 ,w 1 ,w 2 ,±w3 ) describes four-photon Raman 
scattering with the emission frequency w0 = w1+w 2 ±w3+wif" If 
w1 ~ w2 ~ w3 , then y is completely unsymmetric. If any two 
of the frequencies w1 , w2 and w3 are equal, then the tensor 
is symmetric in the indices with which these frequencies are 
associated. For example, 
10 
= 
However, if we choose the minus sign and Jw 3 J = w1 or w2 , we 
must add two tensors, as in the case of S, and the tensor 
retains permutation symmetry in the appropriate indices. The 
experimentally interesting case is that in which w1 = w2 = 
w3 • Choosing the plus sign associated with frequency w3 gives 
four-photon Raman scattering at a frequency w0 = 3w1+wif' and 
the tensor is symmetric in 0, -rand v. If the minus sign is 
chosen, y is still symmetric in 0, -r, and v, because the 
tensor comprises three equivalent parts y(w 0 ,w 1 ,w 1 ,-w1), 
y (w 0 ,wl'·-w1 ,w 1 ), and y (w 0 ,-w1 ,w 1 ,w 1 ). Here the scattered 
frequency is w0 = w1+wif' which represents a fourth-order 
contribution to ordinary Raman scattering. This is the process 
5 which was observed by Dumartin et al •• 
2.5 VIBRATIONAL RAMAN EFFECT 
The a, Sandy tensors, in their present forms describe 
Raman transitions in general. In this section, we will 
restrict attention to the tensors describing the vibrational 
Raman effect. 
We have noted previously that the a tensor in its 
general form is unsymmetric. Placzek14 applied to the linear 
vibrational Raman tensor a series of approximationi which are 
15 
out~ined below : 
The wavefunctions of the system are assumed to be 
separable into a product of two functions, dependent on the 
nuclear and electronic coordinates: 
l/J (x,X) 
nv = Xnv (X) <fin (x, X) ( 2. 6) 
11 
where X and x represent the nuclear and electronic coordinates 
respectively, and n and v are the quantum numbers for the 
electronic and nuclear wavefunctions respectively. cp (:x:,X) n 
is the wave function of the electrons, in which the nuclear 
configuration X appears as a parameter. Noting that only 
vibrational transitions are being considered, and that at 
ordinary temperatures molecular systems are practically always 
in the lowest electronic state, only expressions of a if in 
• pa 
which states i and f belong to the lowest electronic state of 
the system need be considered. 
If the ground electronic state is non-degenerate, (2.3) 
can be rewritten: 
= l ~ n n, 
J 
{
<n 0vfJM [n.v.><n .. v. JM Jn0v.> ~ p J ..i.__"_J J a J. 
w - w v . n . v . , n0 v . 1 J J _J J. 
<n 0vf!M !n,v.><n.v. !M Jn0v.>} + ~~..2_ 
w + w n. v. ,n0v. o J J J. 
(2.7) 
where the states are now labelled by pairs of quantum numbers. 
(2.7) is now split into two parts in which nj = n 0 and nj ~ n 0 






\) . . J 
+ (Q. +--+ a) } 
w + w \),\), 0 
J J. 
( 2 • 8) 
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where (p ++ a) represents the pa term with indices panda 
permuted, and w is the transition frequency between 
\). \). 
J l 
vibrational states of the lowest electronic state. Under the 
condition w1 >> w , the first part of (2.8) is neglected. \) . \) . 
J l 
Taking a term from the second part of (2.8) and writing 
it out in explicit form, the following expression is obtained: 
w 1_w E faxfaxfax•fax 1 {cj)* (x,x)x* (X)M (x,x) 
n 1 \. nO . nOVf p nj O vj 
x cj) (x,X)X (X}cj)* (x',X')X* (X')M (x',X')cj) (x',X')X (X')} n. n.v. n. n.v. a n 0 n 0v. J JJ J JJ J_ 
( 2. 9) 
Since the functions x (X) form a complete set of functions n. v. 
J J 
in x, the relation 
r Xn. v. (X) x~. v. (x') = o (x-x') 
\), J J J J 
J 
can be used to reduce (2.9): 
x J cj) * ( x ' , X) M ( x ' , X) cj) ( x ' , X) dx ' } x ( X) dX 
nj o n 0 n 0vi 
(2.10) 
All the terms in the second part of (2.8) may be similarly 






( 2 .12) 
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and 
== f <p * ( X , X) M ( x, X) <p ( x , X) dx n 0 p nj (2.13) 
14 .10 Placzek and Li observe that the matrix elements (2.13) 
are real provided that the system is not subjected to an 
external magnetic field, or that the lowest electronic state 
is not degenerate (note that in this latter case, Placzek's 
approximation would itself be invalid). Under these 
conditions, a is a symmetric tensor, and hence so is the 
pa 
t if ensor ap 0 
Li 1O applied Placzek's approximation if to sp0T (w0,wl,w2) 
(defined in 
a manner similar to the definition (2.li)) possesses no 
symmetry in any coordinates, and ~hat Sp 0 T(w O,w1 ,w 1 ) is 
symmetric in 0 and T only. Thus the symmetry of S, in the 
case of vibrational transitions, is not altered under 
Placzek's approximation, in contrast to that of a. 
We have investigated, in the same manner, the tensors 
describing the various fourth-order scattering processes. It 
is a simple matter to prove that the reduced y tensors in the 
vibrational case do not possess any extra symmetry. Taking, 
for example, the first term under the summation in (2.5) and 
applying Placzek's approximation, we obtain the term 
This expression is totally unsymmetric, and there are no other 
terms possessing the same reduced denominator. 
Chu16 has pointed out that Sp 0 T(wO,w1 ,w2) becomes 
symmetric in all of its indices under the condition that 
14 
(w 0 1 2/w ) << 1, and the same is obviously true for y 
I - I l:1/10 
when (w 0 1 ~ 3/w ) << 1. Although these conditions are 
r-r"-·r njno 
unlikely to hold under realistic experimental conditions (the 
minimum w is, in general, of the order of -1 45,000 cm , and 
njno 
for a ruby laser source and S -1 scattering, w0 = 30,000 cm ) , 
the analysis demonstrates the different frequency dependence 
of the magnitudes of the symmetric and nonsynunetric parts of 
the a and y tensors. For both Sandy, the nonsymmetric part 
0£ the tensor becomes less significant as the photon energies 
become smaller. This statement also holds in the case of 
linear Raman scattering in the general case, as has been 
demonstrated by Placzek (reference 14, p38). 
2.6 THE THEORY OF SELECTION RULES 
The Raman selection rules are derived from the matrix 
element theorem, which may be conveniently expressed in the 
following form17 
Let l/J(a) be a base function of an irreducible represen-
tation a of a symmetry group G, and let Ebe the unit (or 
totally symmetric) representation. 
Then 
unless a = E, 
where the integration is over all space. 
It follows from (2.14) that 
f l/J•lf e l/J . dx = o l J 
(2.14) 
(i)'k 0 (') unless the representation r x r x r J contains the unit 
representation, where l/Ji transforms according to the 
representation r(i). The scattering amplitude for a 
vibrational Raman transition is proportional to the term 
15 
<fla Ji> or <£IS ~> as appropriate, and the selection rules 
p0 pOT 
can be obtained directly: 
A transition intensity will be zero unless the product 
(i) tensor (f) r x r · x r · * contains the unit representation 
In general however, the 
proportional to terms of the 
( 2 .15) 
sca~tering amplitude is 
if form a (equations (2.3), 
po 
(2.4) and (2.6)), to which th~ theorem (2.14) cannot be 
applied directly. We will now show that the selection rule 
(2.15) holds for the Raman tensors in their general forms. 
Consider the expression f I~(x,x')dx'dx, where~ is a 
function of a system whose symmetry is described by group G, 
and both integrals are over all space. 
Now 
f f~(x,x')dx'dx = f~(x)dx 
where 
~(x) = J~(x,x')dx' (2.16) 
In (2.16), ~(x,x') is a function of the variable x', and x is 
simply a parameter. In general~ will belong to a reducible 
representation of G, which can be expressed as a sum of 
irreducible representations. We may now apply the matrix 
element theorem to (2.16), and conclude that: 
f J~(x,x')dx'dx = O unless~ is the basis function 
of a representation containing the unit representat-
ion. (2.17) 




1{r[ (w .. -w1 )-lf1/J·f*(x)M (x)l/J, (x)dx fl/J-1:(x')M (x')l/J, (x')dx' ulj Jl . p J J cr 1 
Therefore, 
= 
I I l/J *f ( X ) {1 L [ ( W " - ~ l ) - l ( M ( X ) l/J . ( X ) ) ~J ""f (x 1 ) M ( X 1 ) ll j Jl p J J a 
+ (w .. +w 0 )-1 (p +-+ a) J}ip. (x')dx'dx J1 .1 ( 2 .18) 
== ffl/Jf*(x)e (x,x') l/J, (x')dx'dx, pa 1 . (2.19) 
where e (x,x') represents the con~ents of the curly brackets 
pa 
in (2.18). Applying the result (2.17), we conclude that 
a if = O, unless the representation r(i) x r 8 x r(f)* 
po 
contains the unit representation. epa will transform under 
the group operations as a nonsymmetric second-rank tensor, 
and thus the theorem (2.15) also holds for all linear Raman 
transitions. The treatment can simply and obviously be 
e~tended to show that (2.15) also applies to interactions 
described by S if and y 
· paT paTV 
if 
It is interesting to note that, as a consequence of the 
matrix element theorem, an intermediate state j can contri-
bute to the summation (2.3) only if transitions from j to the 
initial and final Raman states are allowed by the selection 
rules for first order absorption and emission. This means, 
for example, that the resonance Raman effect will not be 
17 
observed in the case w .. ~ w1 if the states j and i are of the Jl 
same parity (electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole terms 
assumed to be negligible). 
In order to be able to calculate selection rules for 
Raman interactions, the transformation properties of the 
appropriate tensors must be known for the relevant symmetry 
group. In the general case, the equation (3.1) in Chapter 3 
may be used to analyse the product r~presentation given in 
(2.15). However, for the vibrational Raman effect, the 
initial state i is nearly always the ground state of the 
system, and consequently possesses all the group symmetry 
(i.e. it belongs to the unit representation). It may be 
simply shown, by application of group representation theory, 
that the product of two irreducible representations will only 
contain the unit representation if the two representations are 
complex conjugate representations. We may now state the 
vibrational Raman selection rule theorem in its most useful 
form: a Raman transition is allowed if the final state~~ 
transforms according to the same irreducible representation as 
the appropriate Raman tensor. 
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C H A P T E R 3 
CALCULATION OF SELECTION RULES 
3.1 SYMMETRIZED RAMAN TENSORS 
In Chapter 2, the symmetry of the f3 and of they Raman 
tensors was discussed, and it was shown that, under conditions 
f ' 1 f 't t' 0 if ' t ' 'th o sing e-·requency exci ·a ion, µ is symme ric wi-. 
. p0T 
respect to permutation of the indices a and T, and that 
Y if is symmetric in the indices a, T and v. We will now 
p0T\! 
make a systematic analysis of these symmetries. 
As is well known, the sets of all permutation operations 
on n symbols form the symmetric groups, S • Tensors whose 
n 
components transform according to.irreducible representations 
of the symmetric groups are labelled "symmetrized tensors". 
th Since the indices of a general n rank tensor transform among 
themselves under the operations of S , the components of the 
n 
tensor will form the basis of a representation of S , and thus 
. n 
the tensor can always be reduced to a sum of symmetrized 
tensors. 
Let us now consider the case of the 
The appropriate symmetric group, s3 , has 
character table18 : 
if 
Raman tensor f3 • 
p0T 
the following 
S3 (13) (12) ( 3) 
{3} 1 1 1 
{21} 2 0 -1 
{13} 1 -1 1 
where ( ]_ 3) denotes the identity operator E; (12) the class of 
19 
operator~ (12), (13) and (23), defined in the conventional 
manneri and (3) the operators (123) and (132). The represen-
tations are labelled according to the corresponding partition 
of the integer 3. 19 
When the group elements operate on the indices p, o and 
T, the tensor components S , S and SOTP form a closed 
pOT TpO 
set under the transformations, and thus form the basis of a 
representation of s 3 . The chiracter, x(S), of the represen-
tation may be simply obtained by applying the group operations 
to the vector (a O a ) and extracting the trace of µPOT' fJTpO' µOTP 
the transformation matrix. Note that, for example, the oper-
ator (23) interchanges the indices o and T, and not simply the 
last two indices of each tensor component. Following the form 
of the character table for s3 , we·have then, 
1 0 • 
Any reducible representation, whose character is X, may 
be analyzed by means of·the expression20 
= !_ ~ X (i) (G) * 
g G 
X(G) (3.1) 
where, if g is the order of the group, X(i) the character of 
th · th ' d 'bl t t' d th t' ' e i irre uci e represen a ion an e surnma ion is over 
all elements of the grou.p, then N (i) is the number of times 
that the irreducible representation i appears in the reducible 
representation. 
Applying (3.1) to the tensor representation S , we see 
pOT 
that x(S) = x{ 3 } + x{ 21 }. spOTif thus reduces to a sum of 
three symmetrized tensors, since {21} is doubly degenerate. 
20 
In order to calculate the forms of the symmetrized 
tensors, we will introduce at this stage a very useful class 
of operators called "projection operators'', which are defined 
as follows: 
where r<i) (G) .. is 
JJ 
th · th 1 t f th · th ' th e J e emen o. e J row in e 
" A th matrix corresponding to the group operator Gin the i 
( 3. 2) 
irreducible representation, and i(i) is the dimension of the 
representation i. When P~i) operates on a function, it puts 
J 
to zero any part of the function which does not belong to row 
j of representation i. The symmetrized Raman tensors are 
obtained by applying (3.2) to the general Raman tensors for 
the appropriate symmetric group. 
Since the two 8 tensors transforming according to the 
representation {21} are physically indistinguishable, there 
is no reason to maintain a distinction between them, and we 
if {3} will therefore reduce 8 to two tensors only, namely 8 
p0T 
and 8{2l}, where s{2l} is the sum of the two degenerate 
tensors: 
B {21} = p{2l}B + p{2l}B = P {21} p0T 1 p0T 2 pdT . 8paT 
where 




(28 p0T - 8Tp0 - 80Tp) = 3 pOT ( 3 • 4) 
21 
where use is made of the character table for s3 • For one-
d . . 1 ' f (i) * · 1mens1ona representations, the values o- r (G)jj in (3.2) 
are given in the character tables. We have therefore, 
{3} 
13 poT = ( 3 • 5) 
Equations (3.4) and (3.5) giveth~~ forms of the "symmetrized" 
{21} 13 tensors, where we note that S is not a symmetrized 
tensor in the usual definition of the word. Using (3.2) for 
the representation 
3 
{13}, it is found that, as predicted, 
P{l }13 = O. 
p0T 
It is instructive at this stage to compare these results 
with those for the more familiar second-rank tensor a 
pa 







Making use of the projection operator form (3.3) we obtai~ 
and 
= ½(a - a ·) ' pcr crp 
i.e. the symmetrized tensors in this case are the "symmetric" 
and "antisymmetric" tensors. Similarly we note that 13{ 3 } is 
a "symmetric" tensor, and that s{ 2l} is the "nonsymmetric" 
tensor which disappears in the low frequency limit of three-
photon Raman scattering. 
22 
'I'he analysis of the symmetry properties of if ypCJ'T\) 
closely follows that of f3 p0'T 
if . 
The character table of 84 is 
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S4 (14) (1 22) ( 13) (4) ( 2 2) 
-
{4} 1 l 1 1 1 
{31} 3 1 0 -1 -1 
{22} 2 0 -1. 0 2 
{212 } 3 -1 0 1 -1 
{14} 1 -1 1 -1 1 
We form a reducible representation of s4 on the basis vector 
(ypcrTv' YvpcrT' YTvpcr' YcrTvp); the character of this represen-
tation is 
2 1 0 0 • 
Applying (3.1), we deduce 
= 
if and hence that y reduces to four tensors, three of pCJ'T\) 
which are degenerate. As in the previous case, it is only 
necessary to evaluate the sum of the degenerate tensors, 
which will again, in the interests of simplicity, be termed 
a symmetrized tensor. These tensors are found, with the 
help of the projection operators p{ 4 } and p{ 3l}, to be: 
{4} 
YpcrTv = 
which is a "symmetric" tensor; and 
{31} 
y pCJT\) = 
(3.6) 
( 3 • 7) 
'I'he results ( 3, 4) , ( 3. 5) , ( 3. 6) and ( 3. 7) have been 
21t 
obtained in a previous work by a different technique in 
which the symmetry analyses are based on subgroups of s3 and 
s4 , rather than on the symmetric groups themselves. 
3.2 THE SYMMETRIZED RAMAN TENSORS: DISCUSSION 
23 
In Chapter 2 it was shown that there existed at least two 
symmetry species for both the S ~nd they Raman tensors which 
were physically distinct. The results of the previous section 
show that there are only two species in each case. Neither of _,_ 
the species can be further reduced in terms of a physical 
property. 
The two tensors S{J} and y{ 4 } are tensors which are 
commonly termed "symmetric 11 tensors; that is, their components 
are invariant with respect to any permutation of their indices. 
It is, with one exce~tion10 , on the basis of these tensors 
1 6 7 that the previously published selection rule tables ' ' for 
nonlinear Raman scattering have been calculated. Strictly 
speaking, this other work is not correct, as the complete 
selection rules are determined by the properties of the 
complete tensors, which, as has been shown, are not "symmetric". 
When the exciting radiation is of low frequency and far away 
from resonance, it may be that only the symmetric parts are 
significant in the vibrational Raman effect; but under prac-
tical conditions, with excitation at optical frequencies 
(w ~ 0.3w n ), the "non-symmetric" parts cannot be 
0,1,2,3 nj 0 
neglected. 
From equations (3.4) and (3.7) we can deduce equations 
which describe the relationships between the components of the 
t d' . see Appen ix IV. 
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tensors a{Zl} and y{Jl}: 
and 
{31} + {31} + {31} + {31} 
ypOTV YvpaT YTvpa YOTVp = 0 
These equations are an expression of the obvious fact that 
neither tensor cohtains a totally symmetric part. From these 
equations, detailed relations between the components may be 
{21} {21} found. For examplB, s ... + 2$ ... = 
lJJ JJl 
0 and s!~~}= O. All of lll 
the symmetrized tensors retain symmetry properties of the 
parent tensors, which may, of course, be reconstituted by 
addition of symmetrized tensors. 
For practical purposes, it is useful to know the.number 
of independent components possessed by each of the symmetrized 
tensors. These numbers, which may be obtained either 
empirically or with the help of (3.1), are for S{ 3 }, S{ 2l}, 
{4} {31} 
y , y respectively: 10, 8, 15, 15. 
3.3 THE SELECTION RULES 
The transformation properties of the s{ 31 , s{ 211 , y{ 4 } 
and y{ 3l} tensors have been calculated for the important 
molecular point groups, including the 32 crystallographic 
point groups, by the method of projection operators (see 
equation (3.2)). The distinction between the symmetrized 
tensors has been maintained firstly because the frequency 
dependence of the scattered intensity differs for processes 
involving different tensors, and secondly to allow comparison 
with and show deviations from the work of bther authors. As 
25 
one woul~ expect, the selection rules for the complete tensors 
may be obtained by adding, for each point group representation, 
the components of the symmetrized tensors transforming 
according to that representation. It should be noted that 
since the selection rules depend only on the rank and symmetry 
properties of the Bandy tensors, they are applicable to any 
process described by such tensors. 
The selection rules for the nonlinear Raman effects are 
iabulated in Table I, together with those for ordinary Raman 
scattering. Two simplifications have been made in the 
presentation. Firstly, the symmetrized 
represented as follows: a{~}, 13{ 3 } and 
2 
{l} a{21} d {31} b - a d a , ~ an y y a, ~ an y. 
tensors have been 
y{ 4 } by a, Bandy; 
We will use this 
notation from here onwards. Secondly, the various linear 
combinations of the B, S, y and y· tensor components have been 
replaced by numerically subscripted symbols. The correspon-
dence between these two representations is given in Table II, 
which immediately follows Table I. 
To further simplify Table I, groups which contain 
inversion symmetry have been omitted. These groups are 
always equal to the direct product of the group C. and another 
J. 
(parent) point group; the selection rules for centrosymmetric 
groups may be obtained from the parent group by application of 
the following rules: 
(1) The .a, a, y and y tensors always transform according 
to the even (or g) representations and the Band ij tensors 
according to the odd (or u) representations; 
(2) the linear combinations of tensor components are not 
altered by the addition of inversion symmetry; 
A. The groups C, and Cn (n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 
f-3 
c. A' O:rz, Ci111h t'Xzr, Olzu iir'II /31, /32, /34, f3G, /38, /39 Pi. fj,, E,, f3G 'Y1, 'Y2, 'Ya, 'Yt, 'Ys, 'YB, 'Y1, -y,, 'Y1s 'Y1, 'Ya, '¥1, 'Ya, "Y9, 110, 'Yn ti 
A" ii11z, li.z:e /3a, /3., /31, /310 P,, p4, f31, fj. 'Y8, '}'10, '}'11, 'Y12, '}'13, '}'14 'Y!h 'Y,, 15, "Ys, '?12, 'Y1a, '?14, 'Yl6 l)J 0:11z, ltzz ::s 
f32, f34, f31, Ps 
[/1 
C2 A Clzz, auu, Clzz, <Xz11 ii:r11 /3a, /3s, /31, /310 'i"1, "Y2, 'Ya, 'Y4, "Ys, 'Y6, 1'7, 'Y9, 1"1s 'Y1, 'Va, "h, 'Ys, '?,, '¥10, 'Yu Hi 
B auz, au iiuz, iizz /31, /32, /34, /3s, /3a, /39 f31, f:Ja, Ps, f3s 'YB, 'YJO, 'Yll, ')'12, ')'13, ')'14 '¥2, 'Y•, 'Ys, i's, '¥12, 'Y13, '¥14, '¥15 0 ti 
c. A azz+O'i,y, az~ ii.:t11 /3a, /313, /310, /320 f3n, P16 "Ya, i'20, 1'2:2, 'Ya-i, 'Y3t> '¥19, '¥23, '¥29, '¥34, 'Y35 :3 l)J 
E (a2"%-a:Jt:r,, a:rv), (ii:,z, iizz) (/3a, /39), (/310, /316), (/311, f31a) ((31, {33), ({35, f3G), b11, '}'12), ( 'Yn, 'Y2a), ( 717, 'Y2s), ( 'Ys, 'Ys), ( '¥1, '¥16), ( '¥12, 'Yl6), rt" rt" 
(a,,,, a,,) (P14,P1s) ('Y21, 'Yw), ('Ya2, 'Yaa) { '¥22, 'Y2e), ( 'Ya2, 'Yaa) ::1 I-'• 
ti 0 
c4 A O!rz+avv,<xzz liz'V /3a, /Ju En, f316 "Y3, 'i'4 1 "Yl&, ")'22, 'Y29 'Yrn, -Y2a1 'Y29 CD ::s (I) 
B Clrz-a1111, Ct.:ru /310, /316 f314, Pi. 'Yis, 'Y!7, 'Y2a, 'Y26 -~(7, 'Yt6, 'Y22, 'Y2G I '"d 
E (au,, a,,) ( lii,z, li.zr) (/31, /32) , (/34, /JG) , ( f3s, /Jg) (P1, f3a), (/j5, tls) bs,-Y10), (-y11,'Y12), (-Y1a,-Y14) ('?2, -y4), ('?s, '?s), ('?12, 'Y1s), ... ti 
('?1a, -y14) 0 Pl '"d 
Cs A Cl.:rz+a1111, Cizz ii:rv /3a, /J1a f3n, ii16 'Ya, 'Y20, "Y22 '¥19, 'Y2a, '?29 ::s (I) p, ti 
E1 (a 11 ,, Ctzr) (a,,,, a:r) !{3,, /3,), (/311, /31s) !(31, f3a), (f3s, Es) i'Yn, 'Yd, (-y,,, '}'29), (-ya,, 'Yaa) (-y,, '?s), ( '¥12, '¥15), ( 'Ya2, 'Ya3) rt" 
E2 (a.cz-a11i,, O'.rv) ( /310, /3,s), ( /31,, /J20) I (314, fi1s) ( ')'15, ')'2a), ! ')'11, 'Yes), ba•, 'Yes) ( 'Y7, 'Yl6), ('?22, '¥26), ( 'Y34, "'fo) Hi I-'· 
0 (D 
Cs A O'xz+a.vu, O. zz U.r11 /3,, /313 fi11, fjl6 "YJ, 'Y20, -,22 -Yrn, '?23, °Y:?!I C [JJ 
ti B /31,, /320 'Y34, ')'35 'Ya4, 'Ya5 I 0 i-3 
E1 (a11z,O:z.r) (au:, ii,z) ({3., fJ,), (/311, /31&) ((31, f3a), (fJs, {jg) ( 'Yll, '}'1e), ('}'a,, 'Yaa) ( '¥5, '¥6), ( '¥12, 'Y1s), ( 'Ya2, 'Ya3) '"d Hi >-' 
E2 (azz-a,1rv, az'JI) (/3,o, /31s) (#14, fi1s) bis, 'Y2a), (-y11, 'Y2s), (')'21, 'Y20) (-y,, 'Y1e), ('?22, 'r,e) ::1 trl 0 rt" t-t 
rt" ::r l:?j 
B. The groups Dn (n=2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 0 (I) !j H 
D2 A #10 li.,i3s -j7, i~, 'jg 
rt" 
(t:.r, etvu, a zz ;1, "Y-.!, 1'3, 1'4, "}'5, )6 :;:::, (D 
B1 a,. a.ru /33, {3r,, /3; li2, E, "Y'i, ')'!l, 1''15 ')1, ')3! 'Yiu, "Yu Pl !j 
B2 iizz /32, /3,, /3, f31, lie 'Y2, 1,, i"a, 'r1r, 3 [/1 Ct,r 'i'8, ')'11, 'YH Pl 0 
B3 a:u.: a.'111 /31, /3•, f3s lia, f3. 'YID, ')'12, '}'13 'Y4, ,Ye, °Yl2, °Yl3 ::i Ii 
ii,. 
[JJ 
Da A,• Ctzz+et1111,Ctzz /31, ")'31 i":?O, 'Y!!:! 1 ')'35 '¥23, '?35 [/1 
A2• lirv /3a, /31a, #20 li11 'i'3{ irn, "Y:!9, '¥34 0 0., 
F. (Ctzz-alf11, Ct:r11), (ii11z, a,z) (/3s, /3s), (/310, /31s), (/ji, #3) > ( ii,, {:J.) J ( ')'11, ')'12), (')',s, 'Y23), /-y17, 1'2,), ( 'Y5, 76), ( 'Y7, fa), ( ·fo, fo), 
l)J (D 
rt" [JJ 
(a111,0zz) (/317, /31w) (PH, #1s) (-Y21, -Y:!',) ,' ( ,,,,, ·ml (i'22, 'r2sl, ('?32, '?aa) rt" 0 
(l) Ji 
JJ,. A, O'rz+av11,Ct.z: #16 ')'3, "Y4, 1'16, 'Y22 'Y23 Ji I-'· 
A2 lizv /Ja, /3,a #u ')'2, 'Y19, 1,, I-'· tr !j I-'· 
B1 O.rz-auu /310 #1s 'Y17, 'i'23 '77, 'Y22 I.Cl ::i 
B2 Ctz11 /J1s P1, 'YlS, 'Y26 'Yrn, 'Y26 • . I.Q 
l~ (0!11z, etzz) (av,, arr) (/31, /32), (/34, /3,), (/3,, /39) (#i, Ea), (ii,, f3s) ( 'Ya, ')'10), l 'Yn, -yiz), ( 'Yrn, ')'14) ( '¥2,?, l, ( 'Y5, 1•), ( 112, 11,), rt" 
( 'Yl3, 'y14) ~ 
Ds A1 arz+a1111,Ctzz P1s 
0 
""f3, "Y:?O, 'l':!:! 'Y:?3 I 
A, li.:ru /3a, /31a #n 'YI9, 'Y29 
... 
£1 (au,, a,z) (a11,, a,,) (/3s, /3o), (/317, P1s) (81, iia), (/j5, #s) ( 'Yn, ')'12), ( ')'21, ')'20), ( 'Ya2, 1'aa) (i's, '?s), ('?12, 'fo), {'¥3>, 'Yaa) 
E2 (etn-a11,,, a.,,) (/310, /J1s), (/310, /J20) (#14,#15) ( 'Y1s, ')'23), (-yn, 'Y2r.), ( 734, ')'as) ( 'Y7, '¥16) , ( 122, 'Yes) , ( 'Ya4, -Ya,) 
N 
O'\ 
Ds Ai axz+a1111, azz Pu ')'3, ')'20, ')'22 'Y23 
A2 iix11 /33, /313 i'i11 "119, 'Y29 
Bib /319 'Y36 'Y35 
B2b /320 ')'34 "(34 
E1 (a11,, a,z) (iiuz, tizz) (/3s, /39), (f3n, /31s) (P1, Pa), (P&, PG) (-yu, ')'12), ( 'Yn, -Yaa) ( 'Y&, 'Ys), ( '?12, ')'15), ( "1a2, "y33) 
1h (a=-a1111, an,) (/310, /316) (ti,,, p15) ( ')'JS, ')'23), ( 'Yl7, ')'25), ( ')'21, 'Y29) ( 'Y7, "116), ( '?22, 'Y26) 
C. The groups Cnv (n=2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 
C2v A1 Oxz, Ct'JIJJ, Ctza /3,, Ps, /31 P2,P4 'YI, 'Y2, ')'3, 'Y4, 'Y6, 'Y6 'Y1, "ls, 'Y9 
A2 azu ijZi/ /310 li1, li, 'Y7, ')'9, 'Y!S 'Yl, 'Ya, 'YIO, 'Yll 
Bi a,z iiz:z /31' {3,, {3g P,, #s 'Ys, ')'11, 'Yl4 'Y2, 'Ys, 'Y14, 'YIS 
B2 au, ii.'111 /32, {3~, /39 lii,#6 'Y10, ')'12, ')'13 'Y4, 'Y6, 'Y12, 'Yl3 
Ci. Ai• a~x+au11, l'tzz {3,, /313, /319 Pu -Ya, -Y20, 'Y22, 'Y34 'Y23, 'Y34 
A2• ii.ru /320 li!6 ')'3., 'Y19, '¥29, f35 - r-3 
E (txzx-a11J1, O.z11), (a,,, a,,J ((3,, f3o), (/310, /3,s), (P1, Pa), (Ps, tis), C'Y11, ')'12), ( 'Yts, 'Y2a), !-y11, -Y2s), ( ')'s, "ls), ( 'Y1, 'Y10), / "112, ')'15), :i::i t.i 
(a11z,azr) (/311, /3,s) (ii,., li",) ( "')'21, ')'29), ( ')'32, ,'33) ( 'Y22, 'Y2s), ( "1a2, ')'33) t-1 
c,. A1 li11 
f:rj 
an+aui,,au 13,; /313 ')'3, 'Y~, 'Yl6, ')'22 'Y23 
A2 iixu li,6 'Y29 "110, 'Y29 H 
B1 Ctzz-a1111 /3,, p14 'Y17, 'Y23 'Y7, "122 ......_ 
B2 a,u /310 P1s ')'IS, ')'26 . "?1,, 'Y26 (":) 
E (au,, a,.,) (a,,, a,,.) (/31, /32), i/3•, /36), (Ps, f39) (fi1, Pat? (Ps, P,) . (-ys, ')'10), (-yu, -y!2), ( 'Y1a, ')'14) ("12, "?,), ('Ys, 'Ys), ("112, 'Y1s), C) ~ 
( "11,, 'Y14) ~ 
c,. liu "'· A1 au-+a111,-, a zz #a, /313 /'3, 1"20, 'i'22 'Y23 ~ 
A.2 iiz11 P1s "?19, "¥29 :.! 
E, (a,,, au) (liuz, cizz) (/3s, Po), ( /31,, P1s) (#1, Pa), (Ps, Ps) (-y11, -Y12), b21, -Y20), b,2, -y33) ( i's, i's), ( "112, i'1s), ( 'Ya2, i'aa) ~ ~ 
E2 (arz-0'1111, azv) (/310, /316), (/319, /320) Ci!i14, P1s) (-y,s, -Y2a), (-y1,, 'Y2s), ( 'Ya•, ')'as) ( i'1, i'1s), ( "122, "12s), ( "ia,, '?as) "-
Ca. A1 Ctzz+a1111, au Pa,/313 li11 'Y3, 'Y'20, 1'22 'Y23 
A2 <lzu il,6 'y19, 'Y20 
B,• /319 1'34 'Y34 
B,• /320 ')'35 ')'35 
H., (a11 ,, a,z) (a,,, a,z) (/3a, /39), (/311, /318) (li1, Pa) , (Ps, fi6) (-yn, 'Y12), ('Ya:, -ya,) ( 'Ys, "is), ( ')'12, 'Y1s), (')'a2, ')'33) 
[,;. (azz-avsr, O'zu) (/310, /31s) (P14, li,.) (-Y10, 'Y2a), (-y17, 'Y2s), b21, 'Y20) ( 'Y7, "11s), ( 'Y22, 'Y:!s) 
D. The groups Cnh (n =3, 5) 
C3h A' Cl'zz+O'uJl,azz ixr11 /319, /320 'Ya, -Y20, 'Y22 'Y19, 'Y2l, 'Y29 
E' (azz-CYui,1 Ci.z'II) ({Ja, /39), (/311, /3,s) (Pi, Pa) , (Ps, Ps) (-y1.,-Y2a), (-y11,'Y2s), (-Y21,'Y2,) ( i'1, 'Y16), ( 'Y22, "12&) 
A" Pa, /3,a lia,li,s ')'34, ')'35 'Y34, "(35 
F/' (a"'' a,z) (a"'' a,,) (/310, /31,) (Pa,P1s) ( -Y11, ')'12), ( 'Y32, 'Ya3) ( 'Ys, "ls), ( 'Y12, '?is) , ( 'Y32, ')'33) 
c.,. ,t' lXzz+auv, az, U.:r11 'Ya, "Y20, 'Y22 'Yl9, "12a, 'Y29 
E1' (/3s, /39), (/311, P1s) (jli, Pa), (Ps, Ps) ( 'Y21, ')'29) 
lh' (an-a1111, a,.u) (/319, /320) ( ')'15, 'Y2a), ( ')'11, 'Y2e) ( 'Y7, 'Y1s), ( 'Y22, 'Y2e) N ---J 
A,, (3,,(313 P11,P16 
li1" (a 11 ,, a,r) (a.,, au) ( 'Yn, 1'12) , ( 'Ya>, 1'33) ( i's, i's), ( i'12, i'1s), ( i'a2, i'aa) 
E,'' (fJ10, {J1&) (P14, p15) ( 1'34, 'Yas) ( i'a<, i'as) 
E. The groups Dni (n=3, 5) 
Dah A1' a lr.zz+a:121, O:zz (319 'Ya, 'Y20, 'Y22 i'2a 
A2' a ii.z'JI fJ20 i't9, i'29 
E' (a:rz-a'J/11, Ot:rv) (f3s, {39), ((311, (Jig) (P,, Pa), (Ps, PG) ( 1'1s, 1'2a), ( 'Yt7, 'Y26), ( 1'21, 1'29) . ( i'1, i'1s), ( "i22, 12s) 
A1" Pu 1'35 ?as 
A/' fJ,, fJi, i3n 1'34 'Y34 
Jill (a 11 ,,a,,.) (a,,,, ii,r) (/310, /316) (Pa, P,s) ( 1'11, y!2) , ( 'Ya2, 'Yaa) ( 'Ys, ''h), ( 'fo, 'Y1s), ( 'Y32, 'Ya3) 
Dsh At' a.zz+a-1,111,azz i'3, i'20, i'2~ 'Y23 
A2' iix'1f 'YI9, i'29 
1-3 E' (/3s, /39), ({311, fJ1s) (i31, Pal, (il,, il&) h-21, 1'29) 1 
~ f'' (axz-0::1111, Ctxv) I /319, /320) b,s, 'Y2a), C'Y11, 'Y2&) ( 'Y7, 'Y16), ( i'22, 'Y26) !.-2 to 
A1" P,a t-t 
A2" {Ja, fJ13 Pu 
p.j 
J' II .!.1 (a11z, au) (ix:,:, iizz) !1'11, 'Yd, ('Ya2, 'Yaa) ( i's, 'YG), ( 112, i'1s), ( 'Ya2, 'Yaa) H 
J'" (/310, /31s) CiJ14, "/315) ( 'Ya•, 'Yao) ( i'a,, 'Y3S) .!.2 .....,_ 
~ 
F. The groups D0,4 (11 = 2, 4, 6) 
() 
~ 
D2d 111 Ctz:r+Cty71, azz {310 il,:. 
ct-
i'3, i'4, i'Hi, 1'22 'Y23 t>, 
.·1z li..ry /316 i314 1'29 'Y19, 120 ~ 
s::: B1 O.:rz-a11:; P16 1'17, i''23 11, 122 (I) 
B2 Ot711 /3;, /313 i'iu ')'15, 1'26 'Y16, 'Y2s ~ 
1~ (avz, Otu) (ii:1z, iiz:r) ((31, i32), (/34,, (35), (fjg, {Jg) (P,, Pa)' (Ps, Ps) ( Ys, 1'10), (1'11, Y12), ( 'Y1a, 1'14) ( 12, 1,), ( i's, i's), ( 112, 11s), -
( i'1a, 'YHl 
/)4d A1 Orz+aull, ctzz 'Ya, 1'20, 'Y22. i'2a 
A2 l>rv i'10, 120 
B1 Pa ')'21 
B2 {33, /313 Pu 'Y29 
R1 (f3s, /39), (/317, /31s) ("/31, Ea), (Es, i§s) (-ya,, -Ya,) t1a,, "fo) 
E2 (a\rz-aut, Ozv) (/310, fJl6) (PH, P1s) ( 'Y1s, 'Y2a), ( 'Y17, 'Y2s) ( 11, 11s), ( .. fo, 12s) 
Ea (a~,, a,r) (liv.i, Lizr) (/319, /320) ( 'Yll, 1'12), ( 'Y32, 'Y33) (i',,-Ys), (112, 1m), (1a:,1aa) 
/)6d A1 azr+avv, az, i'a, i':?O, 1'2~ 'Y23 
A2 a.,.. i'19, 120 
Bi /j15 
B2 Pa, (Ju Bn 
E1 (/3s, /39), ((311, /31s) (B1, Ba)' (Bs, B.) 
E2 (arz-a~u, azv) (-y1s, 'Y2a), ( 'Yn, 'Y2•) (11, 11s), ( 'Y22, 'Y2G) 
Ea (/319, /320) ( Ya4, 'Yas) ( 'Ya,, 13,) 
[\..) 
0:, 
/\4 (/3101 /3,e) (Pa, P,.) ( 'Y21, ')'29) 
Es (a,,, au) (ii,,,, iiu) ( 'Yn, ')'12), ( 'Ya2, 'Yaa) ( 'h, 'Y&), ( '?12, 'Yl5), ( 'Ya2, 'Yaa) 
G. The groups S,. (n=4, 8) 
s, A axz+aJ111, Otzz ii.ru /310, /3,e Pu, ii,s 'Ya, 'Y4, 'YI&, 'Y221 'Y29 'Yl9, 'Y2a, 'Y29 
B axx-au11 , a:n, /3a, /3,a Pu, ii1& 'Y15, 'YI7, 'Y23, 'Y26 'Y7, 'Y16, '?22, 'Y26 
E (a,,, a,,) (ii,,,, iiu) (/31, /32), (/3,, /3&), ({3s, {3,) (iii, Pa), (iis, iis) ( 'Ys, 'Y10), ( 'Yn, 'Y12), ( 'Y1a, 'Yu) ( '?2, 'Y7), ( '?s, 'Y&), ( '?12, -y15), 
('?13, 'Y14) 
Sa A a.:tt+auu, O.zz ii:ru 'Y3, ")'20, i'22 'YI9, 'Y2a, "f29 
B /Ja, /J1a P11,P1& ")'21, ')'29 
E, (/3s, f:J,), (/311, /318) ("i11, iia), ("ils, Ps) ( 'Ya•, 'Yas) ( '?34, -y35) 
E2 (azz-au11, O:ri,) (/310, {3is) C"ii,,, P1s) ( 'YIS, 'Y2a) 1 ( 'YI , 'Y2e) ( "?1, '?1s), ( '?22, '?2s) 
Ea (a,,,,<>,,,) (ii,,, ii,,) (/319, /320) ( 'Yll, 'Y12) , ( 'Ya2, 'Yaa) ( "ts, '?s), ( '?12, 'Y1s), ( '?a2, 'Yaa) I 1-3 
:i:,i 
H. The groups T, Td and 0 I~ T A a,,+a,,,,+a., f:J10 'YIB, 'Y2< 'Y2• E (azr.+aui,-2azz, fi315, ii1s) b11, 'Yl9), b2a, 'Y2s) ( 'Y2a, '?2,) 
Ct.r:r-CXuy) --. 
F (a:ry 1 a 11 r, lXzx) (lizv, iiuz, iizz) I fJ1, /32, /3a), ({J., /36, f:J9), ( "i12, Pa, Pa), ( #1, ii,, Ps) (-y7, 'YIO, 'YII), (-yg, ')'9, ')'12), ("?1, '?,, '?s), ('92, 'Ya, '?e), \J 
(/3,, /31, {Js) ('Y1a, 'Y14, 'Y1s) ("?10, '?12, 'YIJ), ("?11, "?10, '?1s) C) 
4' ~ 
Td A1 Dl:r.r+auu+azz /3rn 'Yl81 'Y24 <:i-
A2 'Yt4 ~-~ 
E (a,,+auu-2a,,, /fJ1s, i:i1s) i'Y!7, 'Y1~), (-y,,, 'Y2s) ( "ha, 'Y2s) ~ 
O!.rz-011:lf) 
(I:) 
F1 ( a,,.u, civ z, ii:z) ( /314, /315, /315) (#12, ii,a, ii,,) ( 'Y29, 'Yao, 'Yail ('fw, "?20, "?21), ('?2,, 'Yao, '?a1) 
~ 
'-
F2 (az11, Ct.uz, au) (/31, /32, /3a), (/3n, /312, /31a) ( P,, #10, Pu) (-yu, 'Ya, 'Y1,), b2s, 'Y21, 'Y2s) ('?1&, '?11, '?1,), ("?2&, '?21, '?2s) 
0 A, a.n+auu+a,, 'Y18, 'i'24 
A2 {:$10 'Y24 
F. (a,,+a,,.-2a,,, (il,s, P,s) I, ')'17, ')'19) 1 I, 'Y23, 'Y2h) ( 'i'2a, 'Y2s) 
a,,-a,,,,) 
F1 (c'i.:r:u, iigz, iru-) (/31, /32, /3a), (/311, /312, /313) ({:Jg, ii10, Pu) ( 'Y29, 'Yao, 'Ya1) ( '91,, '920, i'21), ( '?2n, i'ao, i'a1) 
F2 (a.ru, a 11 ::, tX.:r) (/314, ;315, /316) (i312, #13, iiu) (-y13, 'Ya, -yi;), ('Y2s, 'Y21, 'Y2s) ( "?1&, "?11, i'1s), ( i'2s, 'Y21, '?2s) 
I. The group C"'. 
C"'• A1 au+au,,., Uz:. {:J,, /311 iiu 4)'3, 1'!!0, -Y22 i'2s 
A2 ii,u #16 i'rn, i'20 
/•.'1 (a~,, a,,) (ii,,,, iiu) ({3,, {J9), (/311, /3,s) (i3,, ii,), (iis, #&) (-yn, 'Y12), ba2, 'Yaa) ('?s, i,), ('?12, '?1s), (i'32, iaa) 
/~2 (arz-auu, aq) (/310, /316) (ila, P1s) ('Y,s, 'Y2,), ( 'Y11, 'Y2s) ( ·'r7, i'1s), ( '?22, 'Y26) 
J,.'3 (/319, /320) ( 'Y34, 'Yas) ( 'YH, '?,s) 
/i4 ( ')'21, 'Y20) 
I\; 
•.t axis along C2. ~x axis along C2'. •x axis in cr,. 
I.!: 
TABLE II 


















/318 == fl111111+fln11 
















'Y16 = 'Ynr.o+"Y11111111 
"(17=,'zr:rz-'}'11111111 
"(18 = 'Yzzn+"Y1111u11+-Y z z z z 
"(10="Yznz+"Y11111111-2,' tzzz 






































'Y7 = 'Y:rx1111 
"'is="'i1111zz 
'¥9 =-y zzzz 
"YlO = 'Yz11 zz 
'Yll =1'11rzz 
'?12='?11zrz 
"¥13 =-y ZI/ZZ 
'Y14="Yzz1111 
'Yl5 ="r.r:1111 
"¥16 = 'Yzzz11+"r111111:r 
1'11="r111111z+"Yzzz11 
'¥18 = "Y zzzx+'Yzzr z 




'Y23 ="'i1111zz-"Y zzrr 




'Y28 = 'Y rr1111+"Yz Zl/1/ 
'¥29 = 'Yz11zz-'Y11zzz 
'Yao=i'11zzz-"i z11:zz 
'Ya1 ="'iz:r1111.-"izz1111 · 
'Ya2=i'=z-"'i zz1111 
'Y33 = 'Yl/1/1/Z-"'i Zl/:CZ 
'YM ="'i:r:r:r,+3'y z:r1111-'Yiz1111 
'?as =1'111111,+31 •vn -'?11= 
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(3) the distribution of linear combinations among the odd 
or even representations is identical with the distribution 
among the representations of the parent group. 
The~ and a selection rules for the group c 2h = c2 x ci 
are given as an example: 
C2h 
Ag Cl xy 
Bg Cl ?Z' azx 
Au 13 3, S5, S7' S10 
Eu S1, S2, 13 4 '. 136, Sa, 139 
3.4 CONTROL METHODS 
The selection rule calculations were performed hy-an IBM 
360/44 computer, and the complexity of the programs 
necessitates a confirmati6n of the results by other means .(a 
description of th~ programs is given in Appendix I). Two 
control methods, based on the properties of the point groups, 
have been used. 
The first utilises (3.1) to determine the number of 
independent linear combinations of tensor components which 
belong to each of the irreducible representations of the 
groups. The heart of the problem is to determine, for each 
group, the character of the representation based on the 
components of the tensor under investigation, and it is 
approached as follows 20 : denoting the rotation axis as z', any 




G x' ::::: x' Cos 8 + y' Sin e 
A 
y' -x' Sin y' G ·- e + Cos 8 ( 3 • 8) 
A 
G z I - ± z' 
where 0 denotes the angle of rotation about the z' axis, and 
the upper or lower signs refer to proper and improper 
rotations respectively. The traces of the transformation 
matrices which describe the operation of a on the S, ~, y and 
y tensor components have been found to be: 
= 
= ±4 Cos 2e + 4 Cose 
( 3 • 9) 
= 16 4 8 3 2 Cose± Cos e. - 8 Cose~ 2 cos e + 1 
3 2· = ± 8 Cos 8 + 8 Cose - 1 
The characters for each group may now be evaluated by inser-
ting the value of e and the+ or - sign as appropriate for 
each class of group operations. A reflection is equivalent to 
an improper rotation of zero radians, and inversion one of TI 
radians. The required numbers, the "symmetric structures" of 
the groups, are now quickly obtained by. substitution into 
(3.1). The results are completely consistent with those 
given by the computer. 
The results have also been verified by means of correlat-
ion tables22 which describe the relationships between the 
representations of a group and the representations of its 
subgroups. 
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As the projection operator method is not readily applic-
able to the infinite point groups (C 00v and D00h), the selection 
rules for these groups were calculated from the results for 
the finite groups by means of the correlation tables, with the 
first control method being used to confirm the results. 
The results of earlier calculations1 • 617 • 10 are consis-
tent with those given in Table I, with the exception of two 
small errors. In reference 1, p~ge 
belonging to the representation Blu 
4088, the term 6 zzx 
of D2h should be 6 ; and zxx 
in reference 7, page 1089, the term Y + Y belonging to xxxy yyyz 
the representation F 2 of the octahedral group should be 
y + y 
xxxy xyyy Throughout Table I, a rectangular coordinate 
system has been used. A similar system is used in reference 7 
for the subgroups of the group oh; but not for subgroups of 
the group o6h, making close comparison with Table I difficult. 
Equation (3.1) has been used to analyse the transfor-
mation properties of the tensors S(w0 ,w1 ,w2 ), Y(w 0 ,w1 ,w2 ,w3 ) 
and Y(w 0 ,w1 ,w2 ,w2 ) for the point groups, and the results are 
given in Appendix II. We note that the first two tensors 
possess no permutation symmetry, and the third tensor symmetry 
in two of its last three indices only. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
4 .1 NONLINEAR RAMAN SELEC'I'ION RULES 
In addition to giving specific information concerning 
the possibility of a particular nonlinear Raman transition and 
the properties of such a transition, the selection rule table 
(i.e. the table of tensor transformation properties) gives 
general information which is relevant to all transitions. 
As is well known, there is always a portion of the linear 
Raman tensor that transforms according to the unit or totally 
symmetric representation. This has two consequences: 
(1) all transitions allowed in two-photon Raman 
scattering are also allowed in four-photon Raman 
scattering; 
(2) all transitions allowed by the selection rules 
for absorption and emission are allowed in thre~-
photon Raman scattering. 
A third consequence of this property of a, which may also 
be derived directly, is that mentioned previously: 
(3) in all systems containing inversion symmetry, 
the components of third-order (Sand 8) tensors 
belong to the odd or u species of representations, 
and the components of the fourth-order tensors 
belong to the even g species. 
Generally, this will mean that the parities of the final 
state and of the appropriate tensor for a transition must be 
the same, but this is not necessarily so. 
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There are two further properties of Table I which deserve 
attention. Firstly, we observe that the table describes 
simply the transformation properties of the S, ~, y and~ 
tensors, and it is, therefore, a function of the rank and 
symmetry of the tensors only. Therefore 
(4) Table I may be used to determine the selection 
rules for any phenomenon for which the quantum 
mechanical operator is a tensor of the same 
nature as any of the Raman tensors. 
For example, the selection rules for induced emission and 
for three-photon Raman scattering are identical. 
that 
The most important and pbvious feature of the table is 
(5) a large number of transi1::ions forbidden by the 
selection rules for first-order absorption and 
for linear Raman scattering are allowed in 
three- and four-photon Raman scattering. 
As a convenient exqmple, let us consider the case of 
benzene. The molecule possesses D6h symmetry, and has 20 
fundamental vibrational frequencies distributed as follows: 
2Alg + A2g + A2u + 2Blu + 2B2g + 2B 2u +Elg+ 3Elu + 4E 2g 
+ 2E 2u. Only 11 of these modes are allowed by the selection 
rules for the conventional spectroscopic techniques: A2u and 
3Elu in infrared (IR) absorption, and 2Alg +Elg+ .4E2g in 
linear Raman scattering. As may be seen from Table I 
(remembering that D6h = D6 x Ci), the remaining modes are all 
active in either three- or four-photon Raman scattering, and 
one of them, the v7 = B mode has been observea5 • 6 in an lg 
inverse Raman experiment. As yet, no attempt appears to have 
been made to measure the three-photon Raman spectrum of 
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benzene. However, the important point remains that most of 
the transitions which cannot be measured in ordinary spec-
troscopy are adtive in nonlinear Raman scattering. We note 
also that as predicted, IR-active modes are all S-active, and 
that all modes active in two-photon Raman scattering are also 
y-active. 
The theory presented in this work predicts that the 
complete scattering tensors are ?ot fully symmetric, and thus 
that the selection rules and polarization properties of non-
linear Raman scattering are different from those given in 
previous work. In particular, there are a number of active 
modes which are forbidden if fully symmetric scattering 
tensors are assumed, and the A2g and Alu modes of n6h are 
- -examples of these: the function s16 = Sxyz - Syzx transforms 
according to the Alu representation, and no component of S 
does; and similarly y19 and y 29 are the only fourth-order 
functions belonging to A2g. In general, the effect of 
significant nonsymmetric tensors is to further relax the 
selection rules for high-order transitions. 
A mention should be made here of the work of Long and 
23 Stanton . These authors obtain an expression for 
SpoTif(w0 ,w1 ,w1 ) which is consistent with, though less general 
than the expression (2.4), but their conclusion that the 
tensor becomes fully symmetric with respect to permutations 
of its indices in the Placzek approximation is erroneous, 
being based upon an incorrect expression for the second 
harmonic scattering tensor. 
In the case of light scattering by single crystals, the 
polarization properties of the scattered light are.dompletely 
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specified by the selection rule table. The method for 
evaluating these properties is briefly described later in this 
chapter. For liquids, gases and multicrystals, Table I 
provides only limited information, and further calculations 
are required, to determine the depolarization ratios, if the 
maximum information is to be obtained. Cyvin et al. 1 and Chu16 
have performed calculations of depolarization ratios for the 
a tensor, and there is some disagreement between them. In 
24 
addition, Stanton discusses the polarization of scattered 
light in three-photon Raman scattering when the incident 
light is elliptically polarized. As we have mentioned, 
however, and as is recognised in reference 16, these results 
are valid only in cases in which the complete scattering 
tensor is fully symmetric (that is, Sis negligible), and this 
will not generally be the case. No attempt has been made to 
extend this work on depolarization ratios. 
4.2 THIRD-ORDER LIGHT SCATTERING .. ......_ 
The scattering frequencies for inelastic third-order 
interactions in which the system undergoes a transition from 
state i to state f are w1 ± w2 + wif (w1 > w2 ) , where w1 and w2 
are the frequencies of the absorbed photons. Reference 3 
contains an example of three-photon Raman scattering in which 
w1 f w2 • In many cases, however, it would be impractical to 
attempt an experiment in which w1 f w2 , because spectra 
centred at w1 ± w1 , w2 ± w2 and w1 ± w2 would occur, and would 
overlap unless w1 and w2 differed considerably. 
The selection rules and polarization characteristics of 
third-order interactions whose scattering frequencies 
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w0 = w1 ± w1 + wif are determined by the group transformation 
properties of the tensor B+~, which are given in Table I. 
Equation (2.4) gives an explicit quantum mechanical expression 
for B+~. In three-photon Raman scattering, the spectrum is 
observed as sidebands of 2w1 , and the light source will, of 
necessity, be a high-intensity p~lsed laser. If a ruby laser 
-1 is used, the spectrum origin, 2w1 , will be at 28806 cm in the 
near ultraviolet. In this region, photomultipliers have low 
noise and a high quantum efficiency, and, in general, 
observation of spectra may be performed in a conventional 
2 manner . In particular, it is not necessary to use a double 
monochromator, as is the case in two-photon Raman scattering, 
because the relative intensity of the light scattered at 2w1 
(second harmonic generation) is not large. In centrosyrr~etric 
samples, second harmonic generation is symmetry-forbidden. 
However, there are two further important considerations in 
designing a practical experiment: one is the possibility of 
absorption by the sample in the region of interest, the other 
the weakness of the spectrum. Both of these factors demand 
that a choice of exciting frequencies be available: the first 
so as to enable the spectrum to be removed from an absorption 
band, the second so .as to enable advantage to be taken of a 
resonance absorption and thereby increase the intensity of the 
spectrum. High-intensity laser radiation is available from 
-1 -1 
the ruby laser (14403 cm ) , the neodymium laser (~ 9900 cm ) 
d f 1 . 25 ' h' h 1 f ' an rom Raman asers , in w. 1c . aser requency conversion 
at up to 60% efficiency is achieved by means of stimulated 
two-photon Raman scattering. The lasers which show greatest 
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potential, though, are the organic dye lasers 26 , which promise 
to provide high-intensity tunable lasers suitable for Raman 
experiments in the range 10000-25000 cm- 1 . One point to 
consider when discussing excitation frequencies is that the 
scattered intensity has a fourth-power dependency on the laser 
frequencies (see equation (2.1)); when the frequency is reduced 
by one half, for example, the scattering intensity is reduced 
by a factor of 16. 
Inspection of equation (2.4) shows that the tensor S+S 
has resonances at w1 and at 2w1 , the spectral origin, where 
these frequencies are taken relative to the initial state i. 
The second resonance differs· from the first in one important 
respect: such a resonance does not reduce the intensity of the 
laser radiation. This means that-2w1 can be chosen to coincide 
exactly with an absorption frequency, provided of course that 
such an absorption does not overlap the Raman emission spectrum. 
Under resonance conditions, equation (2.4) is modified by 
inclusion of damping constants as described in section 2.2 and 
it will be seen that the degree to which the resonance 
contributes to the scattering intensity is dependent on the 
width of the absorption, the narrower states giving the higher 
intensities. It should also be noted that resonance 
conditions are precisely those conditions in which the 
scattering tensor Fis significant. Reference 3 contains an 
example of a double resonance in three-photon Raman scattering, 
and it is also an example in which the resonance states have 
lower energies than the initial state. 
The most important experimental work has been by Maker et 
al. 2 , and recently Savage and Maker have c6nstructed a multi-
channel photon counting spectrometer which may be used in low 
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light level spectroscopy, including nonlinear Raman scattering27 . 
The most important feature of the spectrometer is that instead 
of an exit slit and photomultiplier detector, it employs an 
image intensifier tube and an isocon camera tube. Using this 
arrangement, the whole of the spectrum can be observed simul-
taneously, and the recording time thereby considerably reduced. 
The instrument represents a considerable advance in 
experimental technique. 
Three-photon Raman scattering in which the scattered 
light has a frequency w0 = wif will generally not constitute a 
practical experiment, because in most cases wif will be in the 
infrared where photodetector.s are not very sensitive, and in 
addition some mechanism must be employed to populate state i 
(which must have a higher energy than state f). An exception 
might be the case of an optical transition from an excited 
state to the ground state which is forbidden in the first-
order. A simpler experiment would be an absorption experiment 
in which an intense laser beam is accompanied by a continuum 
which covers the region of interest. The laser frequency may 
be chosen to be close to a narrow resonance frequency, and 
thereby perhaps compensate for the detection difficulties. We 
observe that the width of the third-order absorption lines is 
dependent on the width of the laser beam, so that they could 
not be observed in a conventional absorption experiment. 
4.3 FOURTH-ORDER LIGHT SCATTERING 
Two spectra result from four-photon Raman scattering: one 
is centred at the frequency w1 , as is the linear Raman effect, 
and the other at 3w1 • In general, it will be very 
difficult to observe spectra in the latter case: the transition 
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probability is very low, the maximum value of w1 is limited by 
electronic absorption bands, and the w1 4 factor will thus be 
much less than is possible in lower-order scattering. It 
follows that the creation of resonance denominators in the 
scattering tensor becomes very important. Broadly speaking, 
the scattering intensity will increase by an order of 
magnitude for each resonant denominator. That is to say, the 
intensity of three-photon Raman scattering will approximate 
that of two-photon Raman scattering if it has one resonance; 
four-photon scattering will do so if it has two, and so on. 
Experiments have shown that non-resonant three-photon Raman 
scattering is observable 212 ~, and we can thus expect that it 
will be possible to record four-photon Raman spectra which 
involve one or more resonances. 
The tensor y+y has resonances at the frequencies wl' 2w1 
and 2w1 ±w1 (for the case in which the resonant states are 
above the initial state). The 2w1 and 3w1 resonances both 
possess the property of the 2w1 resonance in three-photon 
scattering, namely that they do not reduce the effective 
intensity of the exciting radiation. The 2w1 resonance in 
this case has, in addition, the very useful property of being 
well removed from the Raman spectra, and there is no 
possibility of the absorption band overlapping the Raman 
spectrum. 
Let us briefly examine the one example of four-photon 
Raman scattering which has been observed in experiment5 ' 6 • 
if 
Before doing so, we should note that ypaTv has, for the 
spectrum centred at w1 , denominators wki and wkf' and thus 
resonances at O and at wif in addition to those al~eady 
mentioned. Benzene does not possess any absorption bands near 
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-1 
14403 cm , the ruby laser frequency, and inspection of 
equation (2.5) shows that we cannot, therefore, achieve any 
double resonances. We thus expect any fourth-order line to 
be considerably weaker than the normal Raman lines. The line 
. -1 
observed in reference 5 is the v7 (B 2g) = 703 cm line of 
benzene. In order to determine which intermediate states can 
contribute to the transition, the matrix element theorem 
(2.14) is used to construct Figure 4.1, which shows the 
allowed paths whereby any first-, second-, third- or fourth-
order electric dipole transition from the ground state can 
take place. The allowed paths for the fourth-order B 2 g 
transition are marked in req. From equation (2.5), giving the 
quantum mechanical formula fo~ the scattering tensor, we see 
that the states k are the only intermediate states which can 
contribute a resonant term to the scattering tensor for 
benzene (we have noted above that there can be no w1 resonances). 
Figure 4.1 shows that such states must in this case have E1 . g 
or E2g symmetry. Although benzene possesses an electronic 
level close to 28806 cm- 1 , the doubled laser frequency, 
transitions to this state are spin-forbidden and only appear 
weakly in absorption. Therefore, the major contributing inter-
mediate states are likely to be the Elg- and E2g vibrational 
levels of the ground state, two of which have frequencies less 
than 150 cm-l from the final B2g leve1 29 • 
~A2u 
:19~ . 







Fig. 4.1. Symmetry allowed electric dipole transition paths 
up to the fourth order. 
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4. 4 THE FORMS OF rrI-IE SCATTERING TENSOR 
As has been mentioned, the polarization properties of 
light inelastically scattered by a single crystal are given 
directly by Table I (in conjunction with Table ID. For 
example, if a transition of frequency wif is allowed in 
three-photon Raman scattering, and if the product of the 
irreducible representations to which the transition states 
belong is r, then it will be possible to observe a Raman line 
at 2w1+wif of polarization p due to incident polarizations a 
and T if the tensor component S belongs to a linear 
p0T 
combination of components transforming according tor. This 
rule in its generalized form will apply for all orders of 
interaction. 
Tables I and II give, in addition, some information about 
the forms of the Raman tensors, and thus about the angular 
dependence of the intensity of the scattered light. Loudon30 
has discussed the case of two-photon Raman scattering. To 
obtain the form of an irreducible tensor, we project from each 
component of the reducible tensor the part which transforms 
according to the particular irreducible representation in 
which we are interested. If two reducible components project 
out the same linear combination then the corresponding 
irreducible components will be equal. 
Consider, for example, the fourth-rank totally symmetric 
tensor which transforms according to the one-dimensional A1 
representation of D6 • The terms y 3 = Yzzzz' Y20 = Yxxxx + 
2y + y · an_ d y 22 = y + y belong to this xxyy yyyy . yyzz zzxx 
representation, and we see that the required tensor has only 
three independent components. 
reduce to y 20 , let y 20 = a. 
Now y and Yyyyy"will both xxxx '. 
"y " however represents the xx_yy, , 
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sum of six equal components (Y ,Y , etc.), and each of xyxy xyyx 
these will thus appear in y 20 with a prefix of one-third. Thus 
the xxyy,xyxy,••• components of the A1 irreducible tensor will 
each have the value 3a. Application of the procedure to the 
other components yields the following result for this tensor: 
xxxx = yyyy = a; xxyy = 3a; yyzz = zzxx = b; zzzz = c; all 
other independent components are zero. 
Using this technique, the forms of the Raman tensors may 
be obtained for all one-dimensional or pseudo one-dimensional 
representations of the point groups. Similar results may be 
calculated for two- and three-dimensional representations 
which are obviously "symmetrical": that is, none of the 
partners of the basis possess in their correct mathematical 
form a multiplicative factor other than one. In such cases, 
the magnitudes of the partners in· the basis are the same. In 
the remainder, however, the ielative magnitudes depend on the 
ratio of the multiplicative factors, and these are not 
available from the selection rule tables. 
4.5 CONCLUSION 
An investigation of nonlinear Raman scattering has been 
made, with special attention being focussed on symmetry 
properties. In Chapter 2, the explicit quantum mechanical 
expressions for tensors describing three- and four-photon 
scattering processes, including both elastid and inelastic 
phenomena, were derived. Using these expressions, we have 
seen that the scattering tensors are totally symmetric with 
respect to permutation of their indices only in the case of 
vibrational Raman scattering when the incident and scattered 
radiation frequencies are negligible in comparison with the 
electronic absorption frequencies of the excited system. 
Accordingly, selection rules for nonlinear Raman scattering 
have been derived, and presented in Tables I and II in the 
form of the transformation properties of the S, ij, y and~ 
t Th t l f . t2,27,28 d ensors. e spec-ra are cnown ram experimen- an 
6 theory to be very weak, and thus most experiments will to 
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some extent require resonance conditions in order that the 
spectra be observable. Even in non-resonant cases, the 
physical requirements of the experiment, such as sensitive 
light detection and a value of the laser frequency, w1 , which 
is not too low, will effectively rule out cases in which w1 
and w0 are very much less than the absorption frequencies. 
Therefore, the scattering tensors. in practice will not be 
totally symmetric tensors, contrary to the assumptions made in 
. kl,6,7 previous war 
As is indicated by the selection rules, nonlinear Raman 
scattering can provide a vast amount of information whic11 
cannot be obtained by conventional measurement. With the 
improvements currently being made in spectroscopic tools, 
particular in the field of tunable lasers, the prospects for 
obtaining this information are becoming increasingly good. 
P A R T I I 
RAMAN LIGHT SCATTERING IN COBALTOUS COMPOUNDS 
~·---------
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C H A P T E R 5 
THEORY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The majority of Raman spectroscopic studies have been 
concerned with the measurement of vibrational and rotational 
transitions in solids, liquids and gases. In recent years, and 
particularly since the advent of the laser, there has been an 
increasing amount of work in the field of electronic Raman 
scattering. In particular, there is a growing literature on 
the subject of Raman scatteri_ng by ions in solids 31- 38 , and on 
the subject of Raman scattering from magnetic excitations in 
l 'd 31,39-42 so 1 S • 
Raman spectroscopy is an important complement to infrared 
absorption (IR) and fluorescence spectroscopy as a means of 
studying far infrared electronic transitions in solids; in 
fact it is often the most powerful technique, the relative 
weakness of the spectra being compensated for by the inherent 
advantages. Firstly, IR and fluorescence spectra are generally 
much more complicated than the equivalent Raman spectrum, 
making assignments of observed transitions more difficult, and 
making greater the possibility of overlap of spectral lines. 
Of course, coincidence between Raman allowed vibrational 
fundamentals and electronic lines can occur, but, in contrast 
to the IR-active phonons, the Raman-active phonons are usually 
relatively narrow, and are thus less troublesome (IR-active 
phbnons naturally have a short lifetime and so have a large 
linewidth). Secondly, polarization studies in Raman spectro-
scopy provide more information than can ·be obtained using the 
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other techniques. Polarization is particularly important 
because it allows, in principle, a spectroscopic measurement 
of the symmetries, in addition to the energ·ies, of electronic 
states, and thus a close comparison between experimental 
results and those of crystal field theory; the crystal field 
theory can thus be thoroughly tested. A third advantage 
arises from the fact that low-lying electronic states commonly 
arise from a single free ion configuration and are thus of the 
same parity. The Raman operator has even parity, and Raman 
transitions between states in this situation are thus parity 
allowed. In contrast, direct transitions are parity forbidden 
and the IR electronic lines will thus be weak and easily 
confused with or buried by vibrational.or impurity lines. 
In this work a Raman study is made of the low-lying 
energy levels of the cobaltous ion (Co2+) in Cocl2 and as a 
substitutional impurity in Cdcl 2 , CdBr2 and MnC1 2 • The 
crystal structures are isomorphic~ which allows the doping 
concentrations to be chosen at will and thus ready measurement 
of the concentration dependence of the spectra. The site 
sy~metry of the Co2+ ions is trigonal. Previously, attempts 
have been made to measure by IR absorption the spin-orbit 
2+ 43-45 levels of the Co ground state, with only moderate success . 
In contrast to the case for the IR, transitions among the 
levels are Raman allowedi additionally the phonon spectra are 
much simpler. Thus it is expected that much better results 
will be obtained from a Raman experiment, enabling comparisons 
with crystal field theory to be made. 
Crystal field theory has been applied to the case.of Co 
2+ 
in 46 47 octahedral ' and in trigonal crystal· f. ld 4 5, 48 1:e s , and 
Lines 49 has considered in detail the case of cocl 2 and Cdcl2 (Co). 
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This theory and the experimental results of previous workers 
will be reviewed in the next sections. A more exact theory 
which has some important consequences will then be described, 
and to conclude the chapter, the selectibn rules which apply 
to Ralnan Scatter ~ng by Co2+ ~.or1s ' CdCl ~ t 1   in 2 -cype crys as are 
derived. 
The Raman spectrometer is described in Chapter 6, and, in 
Chapter 7, the experimental results are presented and 
analysed. Included in this chapter are preliminary results 
of an investigation of antiferromagnetic Coc1 2 . 
5.2 CRYSTAL FIELD THEORY: PREVIOUS WORK 
Crystal field theory is concerned with the interpretation 
and prediction of the spectra of ions in a crystal environment 
which may be approximated by a static electric field, and as 
such is particularly applicable to the cases of transition 
metal or rare earth ions in crystals. In these cases, charge 
-1 
transfer bands are generally of a high energy (> 20,000 cm ) , 
and the lower energy transitions are between crystal field 
split states of an unfilled electron shell. 
The Co 2+ ion has an unfilled 3d shell containing seven 
electrons. The ion environment in Cdcl 2-type crystals is 
5 
illustrated in Figure 5.1: the structure belongs to the n3d 
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space group , and the cation site symmetry is D3d. The Co
2+ 
ion in these crystals is surrounded by a nearly octahedral 
configuration of anions, the octahedron being slightly expanded 
along one of its trigonal axes. The crystal field is thus 
predominantly cubic, the trigonal component inducing relative-




Fig. ~.l Structure of cac12-type crystals. 
The Hamiltonian of the ion in a zero magnetic field may 
therefore be written48 
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H ( 5 .1) 
wher.e we have neglected interactions whose energies are low 
-·l 
(~ 1 cm ) . HF is the non-relativistic Hamiltonian of the 
free ion, and can be expanded as 
= E [:k 2 -
k 2m 
( 5. 2) 
where the summations are over the electrons, and the other 
symbols have their usual meanings. The eigenstates of the 
first summation in (5.2) are called configurations, and it is 
found in practice that most ionic_ spectra can be well under-
stood when attention is restricted to the ground or lowest 
energy configuration. The second summation in (5.2) gives 
rise to splittings in the ground configuration, the new 
eigenstates being called terms. 
A configuration can be written as a product of single 
electron wavefunctions, which can be grouped together in 
electronic shells. A closed shell constitutes the maximum 
number of single-electron wavefunctions. possible in that group, 
and it can be shown (reference 47, p.68) that the contribution 
of the closed shells to the energies of all the free ion terms 
is the same, so that we may neglect such contributions, The 
effective Hamiltonian for the free ion can therefore be 
2 
simplified to the single term ~ 
j<k 
extends over the· electrons of the 
e -- , where the su~~ation 
rjk 
unfilled shells (there is 
one in the case of Co 2+, namely the 3d shell). 
This operator, the electrostatic term of the Hamiltonian, 
commutes with the total angular momentum 
and their eigenvalues can thus be used to 
2+ 4 4 2 states. These are, for Co : P, F, P, 
2H, in the usual notation. The 4F and 4P 
in that order. 
operators, 
label the 







The term V in (5.1) represents the cubic (and therefore 
C 
the most significant) portion of the electrostatic interaction 
, 2+ 
between the Co ion and the neighbouring anions. It causes 
splitting and mixing of the free ion states, though in the 
first-order it cannot mix states of different spin multiplicity. 
4 4 4 4 4A 4 The F and P states are reduced to Tlg- + T2 g + 2 g and T1 ~ 
respectively, with the 4T 1 g( 4F) lying lowest, and noting the 
above restriction, we expect mixing into the cubic field 
4 4 ground state from the T1 g( P) only. 
The trigonal field term VT is small for the case of ions 
in CdC1 2-type crystals, 
cm-l (compared with 10 4 
causing splittings of the order of 10 2 
-1 
cm for HF and Ve), and is not 
expected to cause significant mixing of higher cubic field 
4 states into the Tlg ground manifold. The same assumption is 
usually made for the case of the spin-orbit coupling inter-
action, since for transition metal ions of the first series, 
it is small also. This term, HLS in (5.1), represents a 
relativistic correction to the Hamiltonian. It couples 
together the spin and orbital angular momenta, and further 
splits the cubic field states. The combined effect of VT+HLS 
is to split the 4T1 g cubic ground state into a manifold of six 
Kramers doublets (see Figure 5.2}, with an energy width of 











































Fig. 5.2 aSplitting of the cubic field ground state energy-
level by spin-orbit coupling and the trigonal 
crystal field. 
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We note finally that the errors induced by the assumption that 
the crystal field is static can be removed by consideration of 
the Jahn-Teller effect. 
The energies of the spin-orbit and trigonal field split 
4!lg states have been calculated by Lines for Co2+ in CdC12 
49 2+ 45 and Cocl2 , and by Robson for Co in CdC1 2 and in CdBr2 • 
In the former case, the calculation is performed on the 
isolated 4T1g ground cubic state. Any mixing•of the cubic 
eigenfunctions by VT or HLS is neglected, and the admixture of 
4 4 T1g( P) state into the ground state is assumed to be iso-
tropic; under these assumptions the spin orbit coupling can be 
represented by the expression HLS = A'L.~, where Lands 
remain good quantum numbers, and an energy level scheme derived 
.which depends on A1 and a trigonal field parameter only. 
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Using experimental g values, which are a measure of the degree 
to which the lowest-lying Kramers doublet splits in a magnetic 
field, and the results of magnetic susceptibility measurements, 
Lines deduces values for these parameters. In Table III, we 
list energies of the low-lying states of Co 2+ in these 
crystals which have been deduced from the results of Lines. 
The states are labelled by their symmetries in the trigonal 
crystal field, and, in brackets, the cubic field level fTom 
which they originate. 
TABLE III 
Energies of the low-lying le·vels of Co 2+. in CoC1 2 , Cdcl 2 and 
CdBr2 
CoC1 2* CdC1 2* CdC1 2 t CdBr 2 t 
Y+(r+) 
4 6 
0 0 0 0 
y+ + y+ ( (1) r+) 
5 6 8 
278 310 
y+((l)r+) 
4 8 446 536 
Y+(( 2 )r+) 
4 8 
918 949 928 825 
y++Y+(( 2 )r+) 
5 6 8 
976 1037 988 890 
Y+(f+) 
4 7 
1057 1134 1063 968 
* Calculation based on theory of Lines 49 
t 45 Calculated by Robson 
All units are wavenurnbers. 
· 45 Table III also contains the results of Robson , who used 
the theory of Abragam and Pryce to interpret observed IR 
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absorption spectra of Co 2+ in CdC1 2 and CdBr 2 . In a more 
precise approach than that of Lines, the crystal field inter-
action Vc+VT is calculated within the 4P + 4F free ion mani-
fold, and the spin-orbit interaction within the trigonal 
field split 4T 1g( 4F) term. The parameters of the cubic field 
and electrostatic interactions are obtained using the optical 
absorption spectra of Co 2+ in Cdcl 2 and CdBr 2 , as is the 
admixture of the 4T1g( 4P) state into the 4T1g( 4F) ground 
state. The energies of the low-lying states are expressed in 
terms of one trigonal field and three spin-orbit parameters. 
The calculated g-values are also a function of these parameters, 
and a fitting to experimentql g-values is used to supplement 
the IR data. 
5.3 CRYSTAL FIELD THEORY: THE CALCULATION 
The experimental results obtained in this work could not 
be adequately understood in terms of the theory described in 
the previous section, and consequently resort has been made to 
a theory embodying fewer approximations. 
The approach to the problem is that of Tanabe and 
51 Sugano . As previously, closed shells are ignored, and con-
figuration mixing is neglected. The single electron energy 
levels are considered to be split by the cubic crystal field 
into t 2 g and eg energy levels only, the splitting having the 
value l0Dq. In this scheme, the 3d7 electrons are accommodated 
in states of the form t 2 men, where m+n = 7 (we note at this g g . 
stage that the 3d7 configuration can be considered to be 
equivalent to the 3d3 configuration, provided that appropriate 
changes of sign are made to the parameters of the interactions 
[reference 47, p.245)). The electrostatic, spin-orbit and 
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trigonal crystal field interactions are now calculated within 
the entire set of 3d7 states, and we expect more accurate 
results than those achieved in previous_calculations, as in 
those cases the latter two interactions were calculated within 
severely restricted sets of states. 





have been calculated by Tanabe 
and Sugano , and for the spin-orbit 52 interaction by Schroeder 
using the strong-field coupling scheme described above. The 
energy matrices for the trigonal field interaction have been 
53 calculated by Zdansky and Johnstone . The configuration has 
a total dimension of 120, but, for purposes of diagonalization, 
this can be reduced to a 42-dimension 
39-dimension set of Y; states, noting 
set of Y: states and a 
+ + that the Y5 and Y6 
states are degenerate in a zero magnetic field. Diagonaliz-
ation can be performed by computer using a program described 
by Robson 45 . 
If we limit ourselves to simply the approximations t_hat 
closed shells are ignored and that the 3d7 state gives us t 2g 
and e cubic field wavefunctions only, the calculation will 
g 
involve a total of 15 parameters: 10 electrostatic parameters, 
1 cubic field, 2 trigonal field and 2 spin-orbit coupling 
52 parameters. As the manifold we wish to measure contains at 
the most five observable transitions, it is obvious that the 
number of parameters used in the calculation will have to be 
reduced. This can be.done in two steps. 
First, we observe that the splittings we wish to measure 
are caused by the spin-orbit and trigonal fi~ld interactions 
only. The calculation can, therefore, be performed in two 
stages - firstly a fitting of optical spectra of Robson by 
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variation of the cubic field and electrostatic parameters, and 
secondly a fitting of the Raman spectra by variation of the 
spin-orbit and trigonal field parameters. In each step, the 
parameters not being varied assume the values calculated in 
the previous parallel calculation. We can thus refine all 
parameters, and the fit, by an iterative process. 
A second method for simplifying the calculation is to 
reduce the electrostatic parameters to a set .of three 
parameters, A, Band C, equivalent to the three Racah para-
meters which are appropriate when the t 2g and eg wavefunctions 
are derived from pure d orbitals. This procedure will allow 
an approximate fit to the optical spectrum, and as it does not 
directly affect the ground state splitting, it should not 
greatly detract from the generality of the calculation of that 
splitting. As we are neglecting interconfiguration mixing, 
the parameter A becomes redundant, and we are left with a 
three parameter calculation for the optical spectrum. 
2+ In Figure 5.3, we show the dependence of the Co low-
lying electronic energy levels on the spin-orbit and trigonal 
field interactions, according to the theory developed by 
Robson and according to the theory outlined in this section. 
Robson found by analysis of the experimental g-values for 
Cdc1 2 (co) and CdBr 2 (co) that the variable 6/s was negative. 
We should expect, therefore, that the parameter v will be 
positive. 
Note that the primary difference between the diagrams 
occurs in the upper three energy curves. Ij:1 the more accurate 
calculation, the "accidental" degeneracy which had occurred 
under the spin-orbit coupling has been lifted, and the 
relative splitting of the lower two curves by the trigonal 
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Fig. 5,3 Energy level calculations for Co 2+ in a trigonaL crystal field: (a) Robson's calculation45 
(o and r; are the trigonal and spin-orbit parameters respectively); (b) ·the full 3d3 : 
·calculation for Dq = -690, B = 780, C = 3430; spin-orbit parameters: r; = -510, r;' = -540 
(all cm-1 ); trigonal parameters: v/v' ~ 0.323. Ul co 
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see, completely in accord with the experimental situation. 
5.4 PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Experimental studies of low-lying energy levels of the 
Co2+ ion in a trigonal crystal field have been made by Newman 
43 44 and Chrenko · (who studied Cocl 2 and CoBr 2 ), Zvyagin et al. 
45 
(CoC1 2 and Coco3), and Robson [CdC1 2 (co), CdBr 2 (Co) and 
MnC1 2 (Co) ], using the technique of IR absorption. 
In the cobaltous compounds studied by Newman and Chrenko, 
-1 
absorption lines were observed in the 700-1200 cm region for 
all compounds possessing a predominantly cubic crystal field in 
which the lowest cubic state is 4Tlg' but not in tetragonal 
cs 3cocl 5 , which has a single.t 4A2g lowest level. The absorp-
tions in the cubic crystal are thus attributed to transitions 
among the spin-orbit and trigonal.field split 4T1 levels. In . g 
-1 -1 -1 
Coc1 2 , four lines are observed at 1193 cm , 985 cm , 905 cm 
-1 
and 735 cm , although the theory predicts only three lines in 
this region. These authors were prevented from investigating 
the lower frequency region by absorptions of the crystal 
lattice, as indeed were the later workers. 
Zvyagin et al. were not able to observe transitions assoc-
iated with the Co 2+ ions in coco 3 because of the presence .in 
-1 
the 600-1800 cm region of the spectra of strong absorption 
due to the co 3 group. However, a detailed and fruitful study 
of CoC1 2 was made, using MnC1 2 , in which one does not expect 
low-lying electronic energy levels, for a comparison. In par-
ticular, a study was made of the effect of impurities on the 
observed spectra, and it is clearly shown that the 905 and 735 
-1 cm lines seen by Newman and Chrenko ·are impurity lines. In 
-1 
pure crystals, three lines at 1188, 1120 and 980 c~ are 
observed, and are fitted to the theory of Lines using the 
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values~'= -174 cm-land 8/~' ~ 2.2, 8 being the trigonal 
field parameter. Using these parameters, the transition 
energies 261 1 501, 985, 1075 and 1188 cm-l are obtained. In 
spectra measured at temperatures below the Ne~l temperature, a 
-1 
fourth line appears at 1015 cm . 
Robson studied the spectra of the Co 2+ ion in CdC1 2 , CdBr 2 
and MnC1 2 , and the results obtained are particularly relevant 
to those obtained in the previous work. Firstly, the impurity 
origin of the 735 cm-l line of Newman and Chrenko is confirmed, 
although it is attributed to a different impurity. .Secondly, 
we take note of two points: electric dipole transitions among 
the low-lying Co 2+ electronic energy levels are parity 
forbidden, and we should thus expect associated absorption in-
tensities to be weak; and as direct relaxation of an isolated, 
excited Co 2+ ion to a lower energy state is parity forbidden, 
we should expect also that the electronic lines would be 
narrow. The consequence of these observations is that the 
observed spectra in the 1000 cm-l region should consist of weak, 
narrow "no-phonon" lines, followed on the high energy side by 
vibronic bands of greater intensity, which correspond to tran-
sitions between pure electronic states and states coupled to an 
odd lattice vibration. The peaks in the vibronic "envelopes" 
should have energies of the form E = E 1 t , +Eh , e ec ronic p onon 
Eh being the energy (frequency) of an odd parity lattice p.onon 
vibration. Broadly speaking, this picture corresponds to the 
observed spectra, although a number of impurity lines prevent· 
the analysis from being conclusive, and the energies of the 
vibronic peaks do not agree particularly well with the measured 
lattice frequencies 54 • Table IV presents the results obtained by 
Robson for low concentrations of Co 2+ in various host crystals. 
TABLE IV 
45 Experimental results of Robson 
CdC12 (Co) Mncl 2 (Co) 
y+ ( (2) r+) 
4 8 950 
880-r 
y+ + y+ ( ( 2) r+) 
5 6 8 994 
970i" 
Y+(r+) 
4 7 1025 
·102oi" 
All units are wavenumbers 
i" . . -1 
value is± 5 cm • 
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The theoretical values obtained by this author are presented in 
Table III. 
The IR absorption experiments will be further discussed 
in Chapter 8, after the presentation of the Raman results. 
5.5 SELECTION RULES 
4 
The Tlg label denotes a state whose wave function is a 
product of an orbital function transforming according to the 
Tlg representation of the point group Oh' and a spin function 
belonging to the representation 0;12 of the full rotation 
group. The spin-orbit interaction mixes the two functions, 
4 ·+ + 
producing four wavefunctions having Tlg x r 8 (o312 ) 
= r: + r; + 2r; symmetries. Under trigonal crystal fields, 
further splitting occurs, the r: and r; states reducing to 
+ + Y4 states of the group 0 3d, and the r8 states to 
Y: + Y; + Y! (and we note that the Y; and Y: states are 
degenerate in a zero magnetic field). 
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The ~elevant portion of the representation multiplication 




and in Table V, the transformation properties of the Raman 
tensor components &re given. 
TABLE V 
Selection rules for Raman transitions among the low-lying 
2+ energy levels of the Co ion in a trigonal crystal field. 
Symmetry Raman Tensor Allowed Transitions 
+ b + + + + + + Y1 a = a = a· a = Y4 -+ y 4; (y 5+Y 6) • (y5+y6) XX yy , zz 
+ + + + + + + 
Y2 a = -a = C Y4 • Y4i (y5+Y6) • (y5+Y 6) xy yx 
+ d + + + + + Y3 -a = (Y,yy = a·xy = ayx = Y4 • Y4 ; Y4 • (y5+Y6) XX 
a yz = -a = xz e 
a = -a = f zx zy 
· The selection rules are obtained with the help of the 
matrix element theorem, (2.15), and we remember that for 
electronic transitions the Raman tensor is a general second-
rank tensor possessing no inherent symmetry. It will be seen 
from Table V that all possible transitions are Raman-allowed. 
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+ + If the initial state is Y5 + Y6 , the final state for a 
+ + + transition can be readily characterized as Y4 or Y5 + y 6 by 
measuring the off-diagonal z-components, which will be zero if 
the final state is y; + y:. The Raman scattering efficiencies 
+ + + + + for the two transitions y4 + y5 + y6 and y4 + y4 , which are 
obtained by squaring and adding the irreducible Raman 
30 tensors , may be written: 
a'2 C 
,2 f'2 a II 2 a "2 C n2 
+ + c'2 ,2 f'2 y+ y+ + + a"2 a II 2 C II 2 Y4 + Y4 a ; + y6 4 5 
e ,2 e '2 b'2 b 112 b"2 0 
The two possible final states can thus be distinguished either· 
by measuring the zz component of the tensor, or by comparing 
the xx and xy components, which 
+ + states, but not for y 5 + y 6 • 
+ should vary for y 4 final 
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C H A P T E R 6 
THE RAMAN SPECTROMETER 
6.1 THE LIGHT SOURCE 
The characteristic of Raman spectroscopy which has 
primary influence on the design of a Raman spectrometer is the 
extreme weakness of the Raman signal. This weakness is of 
course expected, as the Raman effect is a second order inter-
action; typically, the Raman intensity is of the order of 10-6 
weaker than that of the elastically (Rayleigh) scattered 
light, the intensities of bo.th spectra being proportional to 
the intensity of the light source. Thus the ideal Raman 
spectrometer firstly combines an intense light source with 
very sensitive signal detection, and second, efficiently dis-
criminates between the elastically and the inelastically 
scattered light. Figure 6.1 illustrates the arrangement used 
in this laboratory, which we will now go on to describe in 
detail. 
The laser is the ideal light source, as it provides not 
only very intense light, but also unidirectional, polarized 
and highly monochromatic light. The latter property is 
important because the width of the Raman lines can never be 
less than that of the exciting radiation, so that the laser 
linewidth is the ultimate resolution-limiting factor. The 
other two properties mentioned are also very valuable because 
they allow polarization properties to be simply measured. 
Our system uses a Spacerays Inc. model 5600 argon ion 
laser. The output power, of which about 80% is shared between 
the 4880R and 5145i lines, is nominally one watt, though this 




































Fig. 6.1. Schematic diagram of the Raman spect~ometer. 
can be increased considerably by using high quality and very 
expensive quartz flats as Brewster windows. 
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The laser operates on a continuous flow principle, in 
which gas is simultaneously being valved into the laser tube 
and removed from it by a vacuum pump: this system allows 
cheap and readily available industrial grade gas to be used, 
and, in principle, allows an argon laser to be converted to 
krypton by simply switching gas cylinders. In practice, 
however, where optimum performance is generally required from 
the laser, the dump (or output) mirror would also require to 
be switched, and in our case, the power capacity would have to 
be increased from the present 10 Kw. 
When using a mirror at the reflecting end of the resonant 
cavity, the laser will operate simultaneously at five wave-
lengths: 5145, 4965, 4880, 4765 and 4579R. Selection of a 
single wavelength is achieved by replacing the mirror with a 
reflecting prism which can be rotated, and the laser is 
normally operated with this arrangement. 
6.2 THE SAMPLE 
The laser beam incident on the sample is filtered by 
three different techniques, which may all be used simultan-
eously. The main problem solved by the filters is confusion 
bet0een Raman signal and non-laser light emiited by the argon 
plasma and scatt_ered elastically into the spectrometer. The 
first method is the use of the prism already mentioned, which 
removes all lasing radiation except that selected; the second 
depends on the use of a phase sensitive detector, and will be 
described in the next section. The most effective filter, 
however, is a simple interference filter, which may be 
rotated to m~tch the frequency of the laser line. 
Polarization of the incident beam is determined by a 
half-wavelength plate coupled to a Glan-Thompson prism, and 
that of the Raman signal by a piece of polaroid or a large 
calcite crystal analyzer. 
6.3 THE SPECTROMETER 
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The basis of a Raman spectrometer is a monochromator 
meeting the requirements mentioned previously. The instrument 
used in this laboratory is a Jarrel-Ash model 25-103 1.0 
metre double Czerny-Turner s6anning spectrometer. It consists 
essentially of two 1.0 metre spectrometers placed one on top 
of the other, with a pivot and drive screw common to both 
gratings. The gratings contain 1180 grooves/mm, are blazed 
0 
for 5000A and· are cast from the same master so as to ensure 
that the groove spacing for each grating is identical. This 
latter property is essential if the two monochromators are to 
track perfectly over their full optical range (11000-25000 
cm- 1 ). The instrument has a cosecant drive which enables the 
counter to be read directly in wavenumbers, and includes a 
difference counter which enables direct reading of Raman 
frequencies for any exciting frequency. Curved slits ensure 
that resolution is independent of slit length and equal to the 
maximum that can be achieved with straight slits. 
The specified resolution of each monochromator for 10µ 
0 
slit widths is 0.12A using the definition 
R 
. 0 




where r is the half-width of the 3131.83A emission line of 
mercury, and dis the separation between the two lines of the 
3131R doublet. We were able to achieve resolutions of 0.027 
0 0 
and 0.031A for the top and bottom monochromators, and 0.024A 
for.the combination. This latter resolution gain is 
characteristic of double monochromators, and arises from the 
reduction in the scattered light intensity in the second rnono-
chromator: it is, of course, for precisely this property that 
a double monochromator is used in Raman spectroscopy, where 
the very intense Rayleigh scattered light has to be 
eliminated. 
Although the stray light rejection was sufficient for 
most of the samples that were investigated, it was not for 
some. Preliminary measurements have shown that it is possible 
to attach the 1/3 metre Jarrell-Ash spectrometer in our 
possession to the double 1.0 metre instrument as a premono-
I 
,/ 
chromator, and thereby improve spectra in the more difficult 
experiments. An alternative procedure for reducing scattered 
laser radiation inside the spectrometer is to place a narrow-
band absorption filter in front of the spectrometer to absorb 
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the laser frequency • 
6.4 DETECTION AND SIGNAL PROCESSING 
· The light signal from the spectrometer is converted to 
electrical signal by a thermoelectrically cooled EMI 6255SA 
photomultiplier. The cooler is a Jarrell-Ash model 83-056, 
which provides electrostatic and magnetic shielding for the 
photomultiplier, and an operating temperatur~ of -25°c. In 
our case, cooling was found to have little effect on signals 
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amplified by phase sensitive detection: this undoubtedly 
occurs because such a technique is strongly discriminatory 
against photomultiplier noise. However, use of the cooler is 
critical when the pulse rate detector is being used. Cooling 
reduces the dark count by a factor of 15 from about 200 
counts/second, and in our experiments, a typical Raman line 
might peak at 100 counts/second. 
As has been indicated, we· have a choice of two signal 
processing systems. The phase sensitive detector is a 
Princeton Applied Research model HR-8 Precision Lock-In 
amplifier. The instrument "locks in" to signal modulated at a 
particular frequency, and amplifies only that portion of the 
input signal, which is then displayed on a chart recorder. A 
mechanical chopper, placed inside.the laser cavity at.the 
prism or reflecting end, modulates the lasing light (and hence 
the Raman signal), and provides a reference signal for the 
amplifier. The argon plasma emission is not modulated by the 
chopper in this arrangement, and is thus, in the main, 
eliminated. The small portion which originates from a 
reflection at the prism can be removed with the interference 
filter if necessary. 
The HR-8 amplifier is useful for making rapid preliminary 
surveys of Raman spectra, and in the rare cases where the 
spectrum is very strong. For general work, however, the more 
sensitive pulse rate detector is used. 
A pulse rate detector, as its name implies, treats the 
photomultiplier signal as a digital, rather that an analogue 
signal as does the Lock-In amplifier. That is, instead of 
amplifying a current signal, the system counts the number of 
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photon-induced pulses produced by the photomultiplier within a 
given time interval. Such systems, often called "photon 
counting" systems, have three main advantages over conventional 
analogue techniques: (a) the effects of gain instabilities in 
the photomultiplier can be virtually eliminated, (b) 
fluctuation in the signal due to variations in the charge 
contained in the pulses is eliminated, (c) signal-to-noise 
ratio can be improved by discriminating against noise pulses. 
For our photomultiplier, points (b) and (c) are probably the 
. . f. t56 most signi ican . 
Since, to a very good approximation, the photons incident 
on the photomultiplier obey _Boltzman statistics, as do the 
major sources of photomultiplier dark count (thermionic 
emission and background radiation), the r.m.s. deviation from 
1 tN l·s 1N57 a pu se coun vt\l The signal-to-noise ratio, R, is 
therefore 
R = ( 6 .1) 
where Ns is the number of signal pulses and Nd the number of 
dark pulses counted in a particular time. Ns and Nd are 
functions of the pulse "height", measured in volts, and the 
optimum settings, h 1 and h 2 for the pulse height discriminat-
th f b d t . d b 't' dR O Th lt ors can ere ore e e ermine y pu~ ing dh = • e resu 
is 
= ( 6. 2) 




d (log N ) dh(log = dh for Nd >> N ( 6. 3) s s 
dNd dN 
3 s for Nd N ( 6. 4) dh = dh- - s 
dNd dN 
and s for Nd<< N ( 6. 5) dh = <lil s 
For the first case, Nd>> Ns' the levels h1 and h2 will be 
near to those values at which th~ integrated dark pulse 
distribution curve diverges above that for the signal pulses. 
As the ratio Nd/Ns decreases, the levels will move towards the 
extremes of very small and very large pulses. However, in 
these latter cases R will be large already, so that best 
overall performance will be obtained by setting the 
discriminator voltages according to the condition (6.3). 
The electronic circuitry is essentially that described 
by Lockwood54 , with some modifications which have improved the 
performance. The photomultiplier pulses are first amplified 
by a charge amplifier which is placed on the photomultiplier 
socket so as to keep the input capacitance to a minimum: 
previously, this factor seriously limited the maximum pulse 
rate which the amplifier could accept. A further amplifier 
stage follows, and the pulse then enters the logic circuitry, 
whic~ generates a standard output pulse if the input pulse is 
between the preset voltage levels. The generated pulses are 
fed into a remote, unidirectional, 11 bit binary counter, 
which is controlled by a DEC PDP-8 computer. The counter has 
an overflow. interrupt and is read by the computer at constant 
time intervals; a twelfth bit is used to provide frequency 
calibration. The data thus collected is stored in ~he 
computer and punched onto paper tape on command. The computer 
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also provides an oscilloscope display of the stored spectrum. 
Although the computer operates on a timeshare system which 
enables it to control two experiments in addition to the Raman 
experiment, the use of the external counter ensures that the 
error contributed to the measurements by the system is small: 
0.3% for a one second counting period, and proportionally 
lower for longer counting periods. The PDP-8 program ie 
described in more detail in Appendix III. 
The tape output from the PDP-8 is processed by the 
IBM 360/44 computer, and plotted by an IBM 1627 plotter. The 
form of the output from the digital detection system is much 
more convenient than that fr9m the HR-8. Amplification and 
dimensions of the spectra can be varied readily, and the data 
can be used directly by analysis and curve fitting programs. 
The PDP-8 is also used to obtain the pulse height 
distribution curves necessary for calibration of the 
discriminators. Rather than obtaining these by scanning 
through the full voltage range with a narrow "window'~ a sample 
and hold circuit which will enable the curves to be obtained 
in a few minutes is being built. 
The circuit picks up the peak voltages of the pulses 
entering the discriminators and holds these long enough for an 
analogue-to-digital converter coupled to the PDP-8 to record 
their values, which are then stored. This arrangement will 
enable us to switch photomultipliers, to alter their supply 
voltages ~nd to effect repairs on the pulse rate detector with 
much greater ease. 
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6.5 FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
While the present system constitutes a powerful Raman 
spectrometer, there is room for further development work which 
would improve the performance and capabilities. Two of these 
have been ment.ioned already: conversion of the argon laser to 
a krypton/argon laser, which would give us greater facility to 
work with coloured samples; and construction of a triple mono-
chromator, using presently available instruments. As a first 
step, the 1/3 metrA spectrometer will not be coupled to the 
double 1 met~e drive mechanism, but will be used as a fixed-
frequency premonochromator, the double spectrometer scanning 
through the frequency "window". This will enable more 
detailed experiments to be performed on samples such as 
CdC12 (Co), where at present the stray light level can be 
several times greater than that of the Raman signal. 
The present digital detection system is to be augmented 
with a direct chart recorder output, which will operate 
simultaneously with the computer recording system. The 
alteration has the advantage of giving irrm1ediate visual data, 
whilst retaining the analytical flexibility of the digital 
system. 
Finally, the accuracy of the data can be improved with the 
addition of a laser power monitoring system to enable 
correction to be made for variations in the laser intensity. 
We have available at present only a relatively insensitive 
monitoring system. 
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C H A P T E R 7 
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Crystals of cocl2 and of CdC1 2 , MnC1 2 and CdBr2 contain-· 
ing Co 2+ have been investigated. As a necessary preliminary 
2+ to the measurement of the Raman spectra of the Co ion in 
54 58 these crystals, the phonon spectra were measured by Lockwood ' • 
The phonon spectra of CdC1 2 and CdBr2 have also been measured 
59 by Nakashima et al, • In each case, the spectrum consists of 
two strong, low frequency lines (of A1 and E symmetries) g g 
which become very narrow at low temperatures. 
The phonon spectra of mixed crystals in this system 
exhibit "one-mode" behaviour60 ; that is the intensities and 
frequencies of the Raman lines vary continuously between those 
of pure crystals 0£ the two components of the mixed crystal. 
In "two-mode" behaviour, the mixed crystal spectra exhibit 
four Raman-active vibrational modes, of which two can be 
associated with each pure crystal, and have intensities 
proportional to the concentration of each compound in the 
mixture. In crystals containing an admixture of cocl 2 or CoBr 2 , 
as appropriate, the phonons retain their very narrow width, 
and this coupled with the one-mode behaviour indicates that 
the Co 2+ ions in the crystals are distributed in a random 
fashion. We will thus assume for the present that isolated 
2+ ' d d ' d 1 d d 1 t 1 ' Co ions ppe into CC 2 , C Br2 an MnC 2 crys as experience 
a crystal field which is essentially that of the unperturbed 
host crystal. This point is further discussed in section 7.4. 
Raman lines associated with electronic transitions of 
Co 2+ ions can be identified in three ways: firstly, from the 
frequencies of the lines~ secondly, from their polarization 
properties~ and thirdly, from the dependence of their 
2+ . intensity on the concentration of Co ions. The host 
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crystals used in these experiments show no first-order Raman 
features above about 300 cm-1 , and investigation of the Co 2+ 
spectra above this frequency is expected to be quite straight-
forward. In particular, the use of low temperatures, usually 
4.2°K, to minimise relaxation rates and thereby increase peak 
intensities, will be a standard procedure. However, the 
theory indicates that one electronic transition is likely to 
have a low energy, and this is in fact found in experiment. 
To overcome the problem of observing an electronic line 
obscured by a strong phonon line, spectra were also recorded 
at room temperature, where we may expect an electronic level 
-1 
less than 300 cm above the ground state to have a significant 
population, and thus give rise to hot bands in the higher 
frequency spectrum. 
7.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
All the crystals are highly hygroscopic and special care 
must be taken in their preparation and mounting in order to 
prevent contamination by moisture. The crystals were grown 
from the melt by the Stockbarger technique. Analar grade 
powders of the hydrated salts were first dehydrated by heating 
under vacuum for several days, and then further purified by 
forcing dry HCl or HBr through the molten material. The 
liquid then passes through a sintered-quartz sieve, and the 
crystals are grown by slowly lowering sealed quartz ampoules 
through a sharp temperature gradient. Results of far IR 
absorption experiments show that the crystals contain 
t . 11 t ' ' 61 essen ia y no wa er :unpur1 ty 
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The CdC1 2 crystal has a structure which contains layers 
of identical ions, with weak bonding between adjacent chlorine 
ion layers. The crystals cleave readily in planes parallel to 
the layers, which are perpendicular to the trigonal symmetry 
axis, but not in any other direction. In order to protect the 
samples from the atmospheric moisture, the crystals are 
removed from the quartz ampoules in a dry atmosphere and 
mounted on the cold finger of a low temperature dewar. The 
dewar is then evacuated and .all spectra are recorded with the 
sample under vacuum. The geometry was usually such that the 
laser beam was perpendicular to the trigonal axis, and the 
viewing direction parallel to it. 
7.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
7.3.1 CdCl (Co) 62 ,t --2-'-~---
Pure Cdcl 2 is optically clear, and the introduction of 
Co 2+ into the crystals results in a blue colouring which 
b ' 1 d h 2+ t· ecomes progressive y more ense as t e Co concentra ion 
increases. Crystals containing 0% or 100% were usually of 
poor structural quality, but some of the lightly doped samples 
were excellent. 
Raman spectra of crystals containing 0%, 3%, 5%, 10%, 50% 
and 100% by weight of Cocl 2 were measured, usually at low 
temperatures. Figure 7.1, depicts the main features of the 
observed spectra. Two intense and narrow phonon lines are 
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Fig, 7.1 Raman scattering spectrum of Cdcl2 (co): 5%, The phonons are measured at a 





observed in the low frequency (< 300 cm-1 ) region, and in the 
high frequency portion of the spectrum, lines are observed at 
337, 459, 501, 925, 954 and 1090 cm-1 . 
Figure 7.2 shows the spectra of crystals containing from 
0% to 100% of CoC1 2 , all except the latter being measured at 
4.2°K. As the concentration effects are to be examined in 
detail in a later section, we will at this stage merely note 
the main trends in the spectra~ Firstly, we observe that as 
concentration increases, the gross features show increasing 
intensity, and slight shifts towards higher frequencies, 
indicating a common nature for the spectral lines of Cdcl 2 (Co) 
and Cocl 2 . Secondly, in the. 0% spectrum, two weak lines at 
338 cm-land 460 cm-l are evident. These lines appear consis-
tently in spectra of pure Cdcl 2 , and would seem to rule out 
the possibility of the 337 or 459.cm-l lines being associated 
' h 2+ 1 t ' t 't' wit Co e ec ronic ransi ions. 
Figure 7.3 shows a comparison between the spectra of 
crystals of 5% concentr~tion at room and liquid air temper-
atures. A broad line appears in the spectrum of the hot 
crystal at 715 cm- 1 , about 235 cm-l below the broadened and 
overlapping doublet, but is not evident in the low temperature 
spectrum. 
Polarization measurements were attempted, but yielded no 
information, even in the case of the phonons for which the 
polarization properties were already known. The problems 
preventing the success of these experiments are common to all 
the crystals measured, and will be discussed in section 7.6. 









Fig. 7.2 Raman scattering spectra of Cdcl 2 (co) at different 
concentrations. .The spectral slit widths are all 
-1 0 
6 cm ; all spectra were recorded with the 4880A, 






Fig. 7. 3 
800 
Frequency 
Raman scattering spectra 





of CdC12 (Co): 5% at 83oK 
slit widths are 6 cm-land 
-1 
10 cm respectively; the spectra were excited by 
8 0 . the 4 80A laser line. 
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7.3.2 ~~l:.21~ 
The spectrum of MnC1 2 (Co), shown in Figure 7.4, is very 
similar to those of Cdcl 2 (co): in addition to the strong 
phonon doublet, pairs of lines are observed in the 500 and 950 
cm-l regions, and again the 460 cm-l line appears weakly in 
the 0% spectrum. Differences observable are the relative 
weakness of the spectra, probably due to absorption of the 
laser light by the host crystal (pure MnC1 2 is red in colour), 
the the slightly larger widths of the high frequency lines. 
In Figure 7.5, the results of a high gain, low temperat-
ure experiment, and of a room temperature experiment are 
shown. As in the case of Cdc1 2 (co), a hot band appears at 
about 230 cm-l below the 975 cm-l doublet, and, at low 
-1 temperatures, a weak line is found, at 1108 cm • 
d d f h h 2+ . The epen ence o t e spectra on t e Co concentration 
was not measured in such detail as was done for Cdcl 2 (Co), but 
up to 10% concentration by weight of Cocl2 , very similar 
behaviour was observed. 
7.3.3 Coc1 2631641 t 
The dark blue CoC1 2 samples absorbed the laser light of 
all frequencies to a considerable extent, and only surface 
scattering experiments were found to give satisfactory 
results. 
· Figure 7.6 shows the room and liquid air temperature 
spectra of Cocl2 , the comparison clearly demonstrating the 
presence of hot bands in the higher temperature spectrum. In 
h th f t · t 1 220 cm-l below th eac case, ese ea ures are approxima e y e 
next highest low temperature bands, and as can be seen, a lin~ 
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Fig. 7.4 Raman scattering spectra of MnC12 (Co): 5% and of MnC12 • The spectra were'. 
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Fig. 7.5 Spectra of Mnc1 2 (co) :5% at 4.2°K, 83°K and 300°K. The 
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Fig. 7.6 Raman scattering spectra of coc.12 at 83°K and 300°K. The spectral slit widths 






exists at this frequency in both spectra. 
The 545 cm-l line in the liquid air temperature spectrum 
exhibits a definite a.symmetry, as can be seen from Figure 7.7 
which shows a comparison between the normalised 550 and 1000 
cm-l bands. If the 1000 cm-l line is reflected about its peak, 
the leading edge fit is equally as good. 
As in the cases of Mncl 2 (co) and CdC1 2 (co), a.search in 
~1 
the 1100 cm region met with success, as is shown in Figure 
7.8. These spectra were recorded using liquid helium as a 
coolant, but it was known from observed features ( see section 7. 7) 
that the crystal was still in the paramagnetic phase. 
7.3.4 CdBr 2 (Co) 
The phonon spectra of CdC1 2 , Mncl 2 and Cocl 2 are all very 
similar (see Table VII)·, but the CdBr2 phonon frequencies are 
only about one half of those of the other crystals. It was 
not altogether surprising, therefore, to find that the high 
frequency Raman spectra of CdBr 2 (Co) did not closely resemble 
those of the other three systems. Figure 7. 9 shows the R·aman 
spectra of CdBr2 containing 0%, 3%, 5% and 10% by weight of 
CoBr2 , all measured at liquid helium temperatures and using 
0 
the 4880A laser line. In the spectrum of CdBr~(Co) 3%, a .... 
large number of lines are observed, most of them weak; of the 
-1 
strong lines, all but three, at 282, 893 and 995 cm , are 
matched by features in the spectrum of pure CdBr2 . When the 
CoBr2 concentration is increased to 5%, these three lines 
increase in intensity, and three other lines at 351, 394 and 
-1 443 cm come into prominence. These new lines remain in the 
10% spectrum, and yet another line is now evident on the low 








Comparison of the normalised 545 cm (in blue) and 
-1 1000 cm bands of coc1
6
. The spectra were recorded 
at 83°K, using the 4880A laser line with spectral slit 
widths of 6 cm- land 3 cm-l respectively; the scale is 
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Fig. 7.8 Spectra of cocl 2 recorded at high gain. The spectral 
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Frequency 
Fig. 7.9 Raman scattering spectra of CdBr2 (co) at different 
concentrations. The spectral slit widths are all 
-1 0 6 cm , and each spectrum was recorded at 4.2 K, 
using the 4880i laser line. 
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In Figure 7.10, the results of Raman experiments using 
different laser lines are ~hown. In the high frequency region, 
1 -1 the lines at 893 cm- and 995 cm are shown to be Raman lines, 
and a high resolution scan through the former reveals it to be 
in fact a narrowly split doublet: the form of the spectrum in 
this region thus conforms to that discovered in the other three 
crystals. 
The spectrum recorded with the 5145i laser line indicates 
that most of the lines observed in the 4880i spectrum are 
fluorescence lines, and this assignment is confirmed by the 
4765R spectrum. Table VI contains the frequencies of some of 
the lines appearing in the 48BOR and 4765R spectra. 
TABLE VI 
Fluorescence lines in.CdBr 2 (Co): 3% 
4880R s:eectrum 4765R seectrum 
Relative t Frequency Difference Frequency Relative Frequency Frequencyt 
260±1 
-1 
20233 -1 -4 
-1 
20237 -1 ~750 
-1 cm cm cm cm cm 
304±2 20189 2 20187 800±5 
333±1 20160 -2 20162 825±5 
382±1 20111 3 20108 879±5 
618±1 19875 -1 19876 . 1111±3 
632±2 19861 4 19857 1130±3 
666±1 19827 0 19827 1160±3 


















































Fig. 7.10 Raman scattering spectra of CdBr2 (Co) :3% using differ-
ent laser lines. All spectra were recorded at 4.2°K, 
-1 . 
and with a spectral slit width of 6 cm , except for 
the inset which is at 3 cm-1 • 
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The lines appearing in Table VI include all the strong lines 
0 
observed in the 4880A spectrum other than those that have been 
determined to be Raman lines. 
The four lines in the 200-400 cm-l region of ·the 5145~ 
t t 200 -l 282 -l ·3r.1 -l d 394 cm-l spec_ rum a cm , cm ·, ~ cm an appear 
with reasonable consistency in all the other spectra of 
CdBr 2 (co): 3%. The 200 line, which is quite evident in all 
except the 4880i spectrum, also appears in the pure CdBr2 
spectram, and so cannot be associated with the Co 2+ ion. The 
position is not as clear for the 351 cm -1 and 394 -1 cm lines, 
however, as in the spectrum of pure CdBr2 and in the 4880~ and 
4765R spectra of CdBr 2 (Co): 3%, one or both lines are partially 
obscured. The nature of these two lines will be further 
discussed in the next section. 
The fluorescence structure in the 350 cm-land 630 cm-l 
0 
regions of the 4880A spectrum-has some interesting properties._ 
Firstly, the shape of each structure is the same, both have 
frequency widths of 48±2 cm- 1 , and in each of the different 
crystals in which they appear, they have similar intensity 
ratios. The frequency difference between corresponding lines 
in each structure is 281±2 cm-1 , suggesting an association 
-1 with the 282 cm Raman line in the doped crystals. However, 
the appearance of this line is strongly correlated with the 
presence of the Co 2+ ion, whereas the fluorescence appears in 
the spectra of crystals which do not contain any cobalt. A 
further point of interest is that the freqtiencies of the 
fluorescence lines are independent of the Co 2+ concentration; 
as.the cubic crystal field is dependent on th~ Co 2+ 
concentrati6n, it should be expected that any fluorescence 
characteristic of CdBr 2 will vary markedly between the 
different crystals. 
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The evidence available is incomplete; however, it can be 
reasonably concluded that the strong fluorescence lines 
appearing in the spectrum of CdBr2 (co): 3% originate outside 
the bulk of the crystal sample, and undoubtedly are caused by 
an impurity. The same conclusion seems likely to hold for the 
weak lines in the same spectrum. The possibility that they 
could be second-order phonon Raman lines, too weak to be seen 
in any other spectrum, would seem to be ruled out by the 
behaviour of the 200 cm-l Raman line. This line is virtually 
invisible in the spectrum of CdBr 2 (co): 3% using the 48BOR 
line, but it appears for other laser lines, and in pure 
CdBr2 : these are properties exp~cted of a second-order phonon 
line. The weak lines in question- are, however, strongest in 
the 4880R spectrum in which it seems the second-order phonon 
lines are weak. 
The experimental results discussed in this section are 
enumerated in Table VII, with the exception of the concentrat-
ion effects, which will be presented in the next section. 
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TABLE VII 
Summary of the results of Raman experiments on cobalt-doped 
a 
crystals of Cdcl 2 , MnC1 2 and CdBr 2 , and on paramagnetic CoC1 2 • 
Phonon characteristics (at 4.2°K) b 
E phonon 
g 
Crystal Frequency Width 
-
CoC1 2 156.6±0.3 <l .. 2 
MnC1 2 150 ± 1 <2 
CdC1 2 135 ± 1 <2 
CdBr 2 81 ± 1 <2 
0 0%, 4.2 K 
Frequency Width 
5%, 4. 29K 
Frequency . Width 
338 ± 5 
460 ± 5 
~30 
<30 
337 ± 2 
459 ± 5 
20±5 
20±5 
501 ± 2 <15 
925.0±0.5 <9 
954 ± 1 <10 














715 ± 5 










a All measurements are in wavenumbers. 
·b The phonon frequencies in doped crystals vary according to the cobalt 
concentration. 
Frequency Width 
460 ± 10 
Frequency 
461 ± 5 
524 ± 2 
938 ± l 
Width 
<20 
25 ± 5 
<20 
972 ± 1 <20 




745 ± 10 





Coc1 2 spectra 200-1200 cm (except2lg phonon) 
83°K. 300°K 
Frequency Width 
221 ± 2 20±3 
545 ± l 
978 ± 5 





220. ± 3 
344 ± 5 
559 ± 3 
755 ± 5 







CdB3:_2 (Co) spectra 200-1200 
-1 
(exce2t fluorescence) C cm 
0%,4880 3%,5145 3%,4880 3%,4765 3%,4579 Width 
200 ± 1 200 ± 1 200 ± 2 201 ± 3 <10 
281 ± 1 283 ± 1 282 ± 1 283 ± 2 <10 
349 ± 2 352 ± 1 351 ± 2 350 ± 5 <10 
394 ± 1 ~400 398 ± 5 <15 
445 ± 5 439 ± 2 
892 ± 1 889 ± 1 894 ± 1 <3 
(unsplit) 894 ± 1 (unspli t) <4 
994 ± 2 995 ± 1 994 ± 2 <12 
c All measured at 4.2°K. 
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Fluorescence lines in_ C~dBr2 (Co) c ~.,,....., 
absolute 
frequency 4880 spectrum 4765 spectrum Width 
-
20659 ± 3 328 ± 3 <13 
20606 ± 1 381 ± 1 <13 
20444 ± 2 545 ± 2 35 ± 4 
20251 ± 2 242 ± 2 
20233 ± 1 260 ± 1 ~750 <9 
20189 ± 2 304 ± 2 800 ± 5 
20160 ± 1 333 ± 1 825 ± 5 <15 
20111 ± 1 382 ± 1 879 ± 5 <11 
20020 ± 5 473 ± 5 
19969 ± 3 524 ± 3 <10 
19951 ± 1 542 ± 1 <10 
"'19923 ~570 
~19903 ~590 
19875 ± 1 618 ± 1 1111 ± 3 <15 
19861 ± 2 632 ± 2 1130 ± 3 
19827 ± 1 666 ± 1 1160 ± 3 <12 
19761 ± 1 732 ± 1 <12 
~19713 ~780 broad 
19687 ± 2 806 ± 2 <15 
19343 ± 2 1150 ± 2 <15 
19262 ± 5 1231 ± 5 
19216 ± 3 1277 ± 3 <15 
C 
0 All measured at 4.2 K, 
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7.4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
With the absence at this stage of useful polarization 
data, the identification of Co2+ electronic transitions relies 
on a comparison between observed concentration dependence and 
frequency of experimental lines and the expected behaviour for 
such transitions. In addition, since all the measured 
crystals are isomorphic, we can expect the electronic Raman 
spectra to have similar forms in each crystal. 
7.4.1 Theory of CoEcentration ~fects 
The simplest expected concentration effect is that Co2+ 
electronic Raman lines may be observed in crystals containing 
cobalt, but not in crystals which do not contain cobalt. 
However, more detailed knowledge of the expected deperidence of 
the spectra on Co2+ concentration. is both necessary in order 
to interpret observed spectra, and useful as a means of giving 
a more positive identification of the Co 2+ transition lines. 
In the crystals inv:estigated, Co 2+ ions reside in "boxes" 
of anions, and since none of these samples contained mixtures 
of anions, all the Co2+ ions in a crystal experience similar 
nearest-neighbour environments. The nearest-neighbour cations 
for each Co 2+ ion can differ, however, and we might expect 
that different sets of nearest-neighbour cations would, 
through their effect on the anion boxes, produce changes in 
Co 2+ energy levels. Obviously the more distant environment, 
such as the next-nearest-neighbour cations will also have some 
effect, and so on, the circumstances of each case determining 
to what degree such influences can be detected in the observed 
spectra. We will at present consider only the variations in 
the nearest-neighbour cations. 
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Within the cation layer, each ion has four nearest-
neighbours (see Figure 5.1); inter-layer effects can be 
ignored, as each cation layer is separated by two layers of 
the much larger anions. We have, therefore, five different 
situations to consider for a Co 2+ ion in a CdC1 2-type lattice: 
of the nearest-neighbour cations, O, 1, 2, 3 or 4 may be Co 2+ 
ions. In Figure 7.11, the relative probabilities for each 
situation in crystals such as cd1 Co c1 2 are shown for -X X 
2+ 0 .;£. x ~ 1, calculated under the assumption that the Co ions 
are randomly distributed. Evidence in support of this 
assumption was discussed in section 7.1, and is further sup-
2+ ported by the observed Co Raman spectr~, as will be shown 
shortly. 
7.4.2 Preliminary Interpretation of Results 
By comparing the spectra of Cdc1 2 (co) with that of CdC1 2 
-1 
itself, it would appear that the lines at 501, 925 and 954 cm 
are associated with the Co 2+ ions. The lines at 337 cm-land 
-1 
459 cm appear in both spectra, and are assigned to the 
second-order phonon spectrum of the crystals. Further 
supportive evidence for this assignment comes from the large 
widths of these lines even at liquid helium temperatures, an 
expected behaviour for second-order phonon transitions, and 
from the frequencies of the lines: for pure CdC1 2 , an Alg + Eg 
phonon transition has an energy of 371 cm-l fork= O phonons, 
and a 2 x Alg transition, 472 cm-l at k = 0~ These figures 
are of the correct order of magnitude, but a more precise 
correlation would require a knowledge of the dispersion 









0 20 40 60 80 100 
Co2+ Concentration 
Fig. 7.11 Probability distribution for the nearest-neighbour 
(n.n.) cation situations in crystals of the type 
ca1 Co c1 2 as a function of the Co2+ concentration. -X X 
The labels 0~4 on the curves correspond to the 
b f 2+ t' f. h C 2* ' num er o n.n. Co ea ions or eac o ion. 
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The 715 cm-l line in the Cdc1 2 (co) room temperature 
spectrum, and the weak line at 1090 cm-l in the low temperature 
spectrum are both too weak to enable a meaningful comparison 
with the pure Cdcl 2 spectra. However, as hotband scattering 
is not a characteristic of crystal lattices, the 715 cm-l line 
1 b . d t C 2+ . h bl can a so e assigne o o wit reasona _e assurance. A 
consequence of this assignment is a value of 235 ± 10 cm-l for 
another Co 2+ electronic energy level. The case for the 
assignment of the 1090 cm-l line to Co 2+ is: (a) that it is in 
the region predicted by the theory, in particular as shown in 
Figure 5.3~ (b) that no lattice mode is expected at this 
frequency, and that the crystal is known to be free from 
obvious impurities 61 and (c) that it has parallels in all 
other crystals containing Co 2+.· Points (a) and (c) apply 
qualitatively to the other lines in CdC1 2 (Co) assigned to Co 2+. 
Every line in the spectrum of CdC1 2 (co) is paralleled in 
-1 
MnC1 2 (Co), with the sole exception of the weak 337 cm line, 
and consequently identical assignments are made. Although 
this consistency is gratifying, we should be aware that on 
account of the great similarity of chemical and physical 
make-up of the two crystals, any difference between the 
spectra would be the more une~pected. 
However, in the case of Cocl 2 and CdBr 2 (co), the 
conditions are less.similar, yet the consistency of assign-
ment remains. The hotbands of cocl 2 are quite distinct, and 
-1 
point clearly to the electronic nature of the 221 cm , 545 
-1 -1 
cm and 97.8 cm bands in the Raman spectrum. The assymmetry 
of ~he 545 cm-l ~and has been noted previously, and Figure 7.7 
suggests that there is more than one line in the 9J8 cm-l 
band. We will hypothesise on the basis of the observed nature 
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of these bands, and on their parallels in CdC1 2 (co) and 
Mnc1 2 (Co), that each band consists of two broad overlapping 
lines. That the Co 2+ electronic lines in Cocl 2 should be 
broad can be easily understood by consideration of decay 
mechanisms for a Co 2+ ion in an excited state: direct 
radiative decay to the ground state is parity-forbidden, but 
for a Co 2+ ion surrounded by other Co 2+ ions, the possibility 
exists for non-radiative exchange interactions between these 
ions, leading to much shorter lifetimes for excited ions in 
such circumstances as compared with the isolated ion. 
The 545 cm-land 978 cm-l bands were each fitted to 
Lorentzian doublets using a .computer program, ORGLS, which 
achieves the fitting by an iterative least squares method. The 
parameters from the resulting good fits are shown in Table 
VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
Parameters of the lines .fitted to the 545 cm-land 978 cm-l 




















-1 963 -1 and 992 
-1 
lines assigned cm 
' 
cm cm are 
Co 2+ electronic transitions. Although relative to the 
second-order phonon lines in CdC1 2 and MnC1 2 , the 522 
-1 
cm 




is not unknown for second-order phonon lines to have inten-
't' bl 'th th f' d 65 d h s1 ies compara e wi e irst-or er , an t e possibility 
of an interaction with the nearby Co 2+ line also exists. These 
assignments are entirely consistent with the behaviour of the 
two bands in antiferromagnetic Cocl 2 . In particular, whilst 
th 1 ' ' d t C 2+ t ' t' 'd e ines assigne o o ransi-ions narrow consi erably, 
and new lines appear, a broad, weak line at about 510 cm-l 
remains. 
For the same reasons as are outlined in the case of 
-1 
CdC1 2 (co), the high frequency 1115 cm line is also assigned 
to Co 2+, giving a complete set of energy levels for Co 2+ in 
cocl 2 : 221 cm- 1 , 549 cm- 1 , '962 cm- 1 , 992 cm-l and 1115 cm-l 
In the high frequency region of CdBr 2 (co), the transitions 
-1 -1 . -1 
at 889 cm , 894 cm and 995 cm appear on the basis of the 
comparison between the pure CdBr 2· spectrum and that of CdBr 2 (co) 
to be unambiguously associated with the Co 2+ ion. This part 
2+ of the Co spectrum has the same form from the point of view 
of both frequencies and relative intensities as do the 
spectra assigned to Co 2+ in the three other crystals, and 
thereby reinforces those assignments. Of particular impor-
tance in this regard is that for the first time, the highest 
frequency line can on the basis of concentration effects be 
' 2+ assigned to Co • 
The lower frequency spectrum of CdBr 2 (co) has already 
been analysed to some extent,· but further discussion will 
require application of the detailed theory of concentration 
effects, described earlier. 
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7.4.3 Inte_E_Pret~.!:.,_i9n of Observed C~n9~ntration D~endence 
We will in this section examine the preliminary results 
of the previous section in the light of the theory of section 
7.4.1, with a view to testing the theory, and confirming the 
tentative assignments. 
The qualitative agreement between the experiment and the 
theory is excellent. The most detailed experimental picture 
is given in Figure 7.2, showing the concentration effects in 
. .. 
CdC1 2 (co). 
The cobalt concentration label "3%" is a weight measure 
(3 parts Cocl 2 : 100 parts CdC1 2), and in this case corres-
ponds to 4%, by number, of the cations. From Figure 7.11 we 
see that the most common situation is an isolated cobalt ion, 
the probability of pairs occurring being lower by a factor of 
6. The CdC1 2 (co): 3% spectrum in- the 1000 cm-l region can 
therefore be interpreted as follows: the two strong lines 
belong to isolated cobalt ions, whilst the weak line at 969 
cm-1 , just above the doublet, belongs to cobalt ions having 
another cobalt ion in a nearest-neighbour cation position. The 
partner to this line,· not evident in the 3% spectrum, becomes 
visible when the concentration is increased to 10% (12.4% by 
number), in which the probability ratio. is now 1/1.8. In both 
these spectra, the intensity ratios correspond reasonably well 
with the probability ratios. 
In the 10% spectrum, a broad tail is evident on the upper 
side of the doublets. According to the theory, the intensity 
ratios for the O, 1 and 2 cobalt nearest-neighbour situations 
are 1/0.6/0.1, the other two possible situations still having 
negligibly small probabilities of occurrence. Rem~mbering at 
this point the earlier discussion of linewidths and their 
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dependence on cobalt-cobalt exchange interactions, we should 
obviously expect that as the number of nearest-neighbour 
cobalt ions increases, the widths of observed transition lines 
will increase. The spectrum tail observed in the 10% spectrum 
has, then, the qualitative properties expected for the spectrum 
of Co 2+ ions with two nearest-neighbour Co 2+ ions, namely low 
intensity and apparently broad linewidths. 
In the 50% (58.5% by number) spectrum, the peak has 
shifted towards higher frequencies, in conformity with the 
interpretation presented thus far. That is, the lower 
frequency isolated ion and ion pair now have much lower 
probability figures, whilst ,the figures for the triplets and 
higher sets have increased markedly: the ratios, starting 
with the isolated ion, are: 1/5.6/11/11.2/4. Not surprisingly, 
the spectrum at this point is broad and featureless. 
The CoC1 2 spectrum results from one situation only, 
2+ · 2+ namely from Co ions surrounded entirely by other Co ions. 
The spectral peak is at a higher frequency than that of 
Cdcl 2 (Co): 50%, indicating that it is not the main contributor 
to the 50% spectrum, and the overall width is narrower, as 
would be expected if the 50% spectrum is the sum of several 
Co2+ situations. 
In conclusion, it can be stated that the qualitative 
-1 behaviour of the 1000 cm doublet in cdc1 2 (co) is in good 
agreement with that predicted. A quantitative analysis of 
these spectra may be possible, using spectri obtained with the 
improved Raman spectrometer described in Chapter 6, operating 
at high resolution and in the digital mode. In addition, it 
-1 
should be possible to perform a close analysis of the 501 cm. 
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-1 and 459 cm lines, clearly impossible with the spectra thus 
far available. 
The assignments made in this section are summarized in 
Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
Classification by nearest-neighbour (n.n.) cation environment 
of the Co 2+ electronic lines of pdc1 2 (co), in the 1000 cm-l 
region.t 
Number of n.n. Co 2+ concentration 
Co 2+ ions 3% 5% 10% 100% 
0 923 ± 1 925.0±0.5 917 ± 1 
953 ± 1 954 ± 1 943 ± 1 
1 937 ± 3 929 ± 1 
969 ± 2 968 ± 2 961 ± 1 
4 963 ± 1 
992 ± 1 
t All frequencies in wavenumbers. 
The 925-954 cm-l doublet in CdC12 (co) has been examined 
in most detail because it is the most favourable case: the 
equivalent lines in CdBr 2 (co) a~e much closer together, and 
those of Mnc1 2 , whilst having a slightly larger splitting, are 
broader. However, both these crystals have been examined at 
the nominal 10% boncentration, and the results are very 
similar. 
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The theory of the concentration dependence of observed 
spectral lines was built on three basic assumptions: that the 
observed lines belonged to Co 2+ electronic transitions, that 
the Co 2+ ions randomly distributed in the host crystal, were 
and that only changes in the nearest-neighbour cations would 
affect the spectra. The qualitative agreement with experiment 
therefore supports these assumptions. That is, the 900-1000 
cm-l doublets are confirmed as Co 2+ lines, and the relative 
intensities of various doublets are consistent with a random 
distribution of Co 2+ ions. As to the effects of changed 
cations in other than nearest neighbour sites on the spectra, 
it could be expected that these would be manifest in the 
gaussian width of the spectral lines. An accurate quantitative 
analysis should show increasing line width in each particular 
neirest neighbour situation, as concentration increases. 
Armed with this understanding of concentration effects in 
Co 2+ electronic lines, we shall now return to the problem of 
the low frequency CdBr2 (co) spectrum. 
7.4.4 CdB~2 (CoL 
In Table x, the spectral lines not assigned to fluorescence 
are listed for the different concentrations of cobalt that 
were used. 
TABLE X 
Spectr~ of CdBr2 (co) for different concentrations of Co 2+ 
(excluding fluorescence) 
-·----- -
Concentration: 0% 3% 5% 10% 
200±1 -1 200±1 -1 ~200 -1 cm cm cm 
268±2 271±3 cm 
282±1 284±1 286±2 
351±1 351±1 352±2 
394±1 397±1 400±2 
440±2 439±1 444±2 
889±1 (893±1) 887±1 




995±1 993±1 unresolved 
1007±2 unresolved 
All the lines whicn have already been associated with the 
cobalt develop sidebands in a similar manner to the Cdc1 2 (co) 
lines, thereby confirming the assignments. In particular, and 
as can be seen in Figure 7.9, the 282 cm-l line has a sideband 
-1 at about 270 cm , whose relative intensity increases with 
concentration. The sidebands at 270, 903 and 1007 cm-l are 
' d t C 2+ ' h ' th C 2+ ' ' . t assigne o o ions aving one o er o ion in a neares 
neighbour cation position (presumably another line at about 
897 cm-l is buried beneath the strong 893 cm-l line). 
At this stage, therefore, we have identified four of the 
five lines of cobalt in CdBr 2 (Co): 282, 889, 894 and 995 cm-l 
Relative to the situation in the other crystals, the trigonal 
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field splitting of the strong high-frequency doublet is small 
-1 -1 (5 cm as compared with ~30 cm ) . 
Therefore, we should expect that the energy differen~e 
between the two lowest transitions should also be relatively 
small (see Figure 5.2) and, consequently, that the absolute 
values of the energies of these transitions will be between the 
-1 235 and 501 cm values of CdC1 2 (co). We have already 
identified one transition at 282 cm-1 , not far above 235 cm-l 
and we can reasonably expect therefore, that the missing line 
will be above the 282 cm-l line. The natural candidates are 
at 351, 394 and 439 
-1 
cm 
The spectra of the Co 2~ ions having one Co2+ nearest-
neighbour cation consistently shows an increased trigonal 
field: as neighbouring cations.are well shielded from each 
other by the anion "boxes'', we should expect that the most 
significant changes in the energy parameters induced by 
changes in these cations will be in the trigonal parameters. 
Referring to Figure 5.2, we can see that the sideband to the 
missing line should be above it, and by considerably more than 
-1 -1 1 
the 16 cm that the 268 cm line is below the 284 cm- line, 
if the expectation of v being positive is fulfilled. 
The lines at 394 cm-land 439 cm-l are assigned to 
electronic transitions in isolated Co 2+ ions and in Co 2+ ions 
having one Co2+ nearest-neighbour cation respectively, for the 
following reasons: if the Co2+ pair line is visible, then 
either the 351 or 394 lines must be the isolated Co2+ line; as 
is indicated in Table XI, the relative intensities of the 282, 
351 and 394 lin~s are independent of concentration, whilst 
-1 
there is a strong overall increase in that of the 139 cm 
-1 
line; and whilst the 268, 282, 394 and 439 cm lines all 
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show increasing frequencies as concentration increases, there 
-1 is no significant change in the frequency of the 351 cm line 
(see Table XI). 
TA.BLE XI 
Intensities of low energy Raman lines in CdBr 2 (Co) 
------.--~-----------
Concentration 
laser line 282 cfu-l 351 cm-l 394 cm-l 440 cm-l 
3% 
0 
5145A 1.0 0.5 0.6 
t4880 1.0 0.5 buried 
4765 1.0 0.3 buried 
4579 1.0 0.6 0.4 
ta different crystal sample was used. 
5% 284 cm-l 351 cm- 1 397 cm-l 439 cm-l 
4ssoR 1.0 0.55 0.55 0.14 
10% 286 cm-l 352 cm-l 400 cm-l 444 
-1 
cm 
4ssoR 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.2 
-1 
The 351 cm line does not appear to develop a sideband at 
higher concentrations, suggesting that it is probably a lattice 
mode. In CdC1 2 (Co) and Mnc1 2 (co), lines belonging to the host 
crystal appear in a similar relative position, and from Table 
-1 
VII we see that fork= 0 phonons, 2 x Alg = 302 cm The 




The Raman spectra of four isomorphic crystals, CdC1 2 (co), 
Mnc1 2 (co), CoC1 2 and CdBr2 (co) have been qualitatively analys-
ed, and in each case, five electronic transitions of the Co 2+ 
ion have been identified. CdC1 2 , Mncl 2 and Cocl 2 are all 
2+ very similar crystals, and the Co spectra from each crystal 
are consistently similar at both room and low temperatures. 
The appearance of fluorescence· lines, and the much lower 
~honon frequencies make the CdBr2 spectra stand apart from the 
others. 2+ However, the basic form of the Co spectrum is 
exactly the same as in the other crystals, and provides 
valuable confirmation for the assignments. The study of the 
concentration dependence of the spectra provides a very useful 
method for identifying the Co 2+ lines. 
Table XII summarizes the results of the Raman measure-
ments. 
TABLE XII 
2+ Low-lying electronic energy levels of the Co ion in a 
trigonal crystal fieldt. 
-~---
Assi.gnment CdBr 2 (Co) : 3% CdC1 2 (Co) :5% MnC1 2 (Co) :5% 
111 
CoC1 2 
--------- 111 .. ---= 
+ < r+) 
Y4 6 0 0 0 0 
i '1 ! __ c\ '/ 1.1, I {_'I 
++ +((l)r+) 282 ± 1 235 ± 10 230 ± 13 221 ± Y5 y6 8 
+((l)r+) 
Y4 8 394 ± 1 501 ± 2 524 ± 2 549 ± 
+<(2)r+) 
Y4 8 889 ± 1 925.0±0.5 938 ± 1 963 ± 
+ +-,t < (2) r+) 
Y5 6 8 894 ± 1 954 ± 1 972 ± 1 992 ± 
+ + 
Y4(f7) 995 ± 1 1090· ± 5 1108 ± 2 1115 ± 
t ' 
All measurements in wavenumbers. 
7.5 THE CALCULATION 
The experimental results of Table XII have been fitted to 
the theory by means of the calculation described in section 








Calculated energies of the low-lying electronic levels of the 
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-1 -690 cm cm cm cm 
790 780 780 
3320 3432 3432 
-511 -508 -533 
-527 -552 -503 
223 342 623 
-1015 -1239 -1700 
-1 
t 51 
Dq is the cubic field parameter, Band c electrostatic parameters 
z;; and z;;• are the spin-orbit parameters52 ; V and V' are the trigonal 
field parameters53 • 
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The values of Dq, Band C for Co 2+ in CdBr 2 and cac1 2 are 
those calculated by Robson 45 , and for cocl2 , the values 
66 derived by Ferguson et al. are used. For each of these 
cases, the optical absorption spectra of the crystals were 
available. However, this is not so for Mncl 2 (co), and in this 
case the values for Cocl 2 are used in the expectation that, 
since Mn 2+ ion is nearest in "size'' to the Co2+ ion, and since 
the anions are the same, the two crystal environments will be 
quite similar. 
The very close fits to the experimental data which are 
achieved indicate that the crystal field theory is perfectly 
adequate in the cases examined. In particular, neglect of the 
Jahn-Teller effect seems to be justified. The spin-orbit 
parameters do not differ greatly from the free ion value of 
-1 
-540 cm , and the trigonal field parameters have a consis-
tency one should expect, bearing in mind the identical crystal 
structures. However, we observe that the amount of data 
barely exceeds the number of adjustable parameters, and con-
sequently that too much significance should not be given to 
the particular parameter values. In Table XIV large 
, 
variations in the CdBr 2 (Co) parameters are shown to cause only 
small changes in the closeness of the fit. 
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TABLE XIV 
R.M.S. deviations as a function of the parameters of CdBr 2 (co) 









V' R.M.S. deviation 
- 86 8.3 
-542 1.0 
-647 0.6 
A deeper analysis o the theory will be possible with an 
extension of the experimental data, and this can be achieved by 
2+ means of g-value measurements - g-values of the Co ground 
states in CdC1 2 and CdBr 2 are availanle67 , and Zeeman Raman 
experiments may provide further data. The g-values can be 
calculated in terms of the existing set of parameters. 
Further refinements may also be possible bj re-measuring 
the optical absorption spectra of each crystal iri greater 
detail and refitting the cubic field and electrostatic para-
meters. These were not varied in the calculations presented 
in this section. 
7.6 POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS 
The importance of polarization measurements is that they 
allow separation of measured .energy levels into either y! or 
+ + y5 + y6 states, and they also allow a direct experimental 
measure of the symmetry of the states. Additionally, it is in 
principle possible, by appropriate choice of experimental 
geometry, to observe directly the lowest energy Co~+ line in 
MnC1 2 (co) and in CdC1 2 (co), if crystal conditions are suitable 
for polarization measures. 
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After early and unsuccessful attempts, no polariiation 
experiments were performed and the direction of the experiments 
turned towards the areas of temperature dependence, concen-
tration dependence, and mere observation of Raman signal. The 
nature of the crystals, in particular their hygroscopic nature 
and the existence of only one cleavage plane, prevented any 
Raman signal being observed except when the z or optic axis of 
the crystal was .aligned along the light collection axis. When, 
in a relatively dry atmosphere, cuts were attempted perpendic-
ular to the cleavage planes, the surfaces had the appearance 
of frosted glass, and gave very poor Raman signal. 
Porto et a1. 68 show that it is quite impossible, in uni-
axial crystals such as CdC1 2 , to obtain polarization results 
when the optic axis coincides wit~ the light collection axis, 
unless the half-angle of the collection cone is very, very 
small - in reality prohibitively small. 
Presently, a dry-box using molecular sieves as drying 
agents is being developed, in an effort to enable the cutting 
and polishing of crystals in planes perpendicular to the 
cleavage planes. Johnstone36 has shown the necessity for 
extremely low humidity for such operations, and the sieves are 
adequate according to manufacturers' specifications. However, 
their performance to date is not particularly good. 
7.7 ANTIFERROMAGNETISM IN CoC1 2 
It has been shown previously that the considerable width 
of the Cocl 2 electronic Raman lines can be attributed to 
short-range eichange interactions between t~e Co2+ ions. When 
the crystal is cooled to below 24.9°K, these reduce to a 
single interaction encompassing the entire crystal; the 
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magnetic moments of all the ions within a crystal layer are 
aligned perpendicular to the z-axis49 , and the magnetic 
direction of each layer is opposite to that of its neighbours: 
this situation is termed antiferromagnetism. 
Single ion electronic excitations of the para~agnetic 
phase are transformed into excitations of the magnetic lattice, 
which are normally termed excitons or magnons - the latter is 
simply an exciton in which the electronic excitation involves 
a change in spin parameters only. 
The derivation 6f the exciton energy levels from those of 
69 the single ion is described by Loudon , and the method has 
70 been applied by Lockwood t.o the case of AFM (antiferro-
magnetic) Coc1 2 • According to Lockwood, the factor group of 
the magnetic lattice is c 2h, and the low-lying exciton mani-
+ + + fold consists of a r 1 ground state, and eleven r 1 and r 2 
excited states, a total of 23 energy levels. At present, the 
only quantitative description of the manifold is an approxim-
ation developed by Lines 49 • 
On the basis of the expectation that the ferromagnetic 
intralayer interaction is much stronger than the antiferro-
magnetic interlayer interaction, the exciton energies are 
expected to approximate those obtained by subjecting the para-
magnetic crystal to an equivalent external matnetic field, 
aligned perpendicular to the trigonal axis. In Figure 7.12, 
the effect of subh a magnetic field on the Co 2+ energy levels 
is shown, using the calculation results of Lines. Figure 7.13 
illustrates the experimental Raman spectra of Cocl 2 below its 
Neel temperature of 24.9°K, and Table XV lists the energies of 







(a) ( b) 
Figure 7.12 Effect of an external magnetic field on the 
low-lying energy levels of Co2 + in a trigonal 
environment: (a) no magnetic field; (b) magnetic 
field applied perpendicular to the trigonal axis. 
TABLE XV 
Frequencies and linewidths of electronic Raman lines of coc1 2 
in paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases.t 
Paramagnetic Paramagnetic Phase Antiferromagnetic Phase 
Assignment Frequency Width Frequency Width 
+ + 221 ± 2 20±3 223.7±0.5 10±1 Y5 + y6 
+ 549 ± 1 43±1 549 ± 0.5 20±1 Y4 
577 ± 2 28±3 
+ 
Y4 963 ± 1 42±1 961.5±0.5 6±1 
+ + 992 ± 1 40±1 983.5 ± 1 20±3 Y5 + y6 
1014.5 ± 1 18±3 
+ 1115 ± 5 1150 ± 5 30±5 Y4 
t -
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. Fig. 7,13 Raman scattering spectra of cocl2 in its paramagnetic (T =·83°K) and antiferromagnetic 
(T = 15°K} states, The latter spectrum is constructed from several part spectra, as 
follows: 130-270 cm-l using the 4880R laser line and a spectra slit width of 1.5 cm-1 ; 
-1 0 . -1 -1 0 . -1 -1 0 
270-460 cm , 4579A and 3 cm ; 460-650 cm , 4579A and 6 cm ; 650-900 cm , 4765A and 





The transitions at 233 and 1150 cm-l remain degenerate, and 
are at higher frequencies than the corresponding paramagnetic 
transitions, b6th properties in agreement with the prediction 
(although we note the relatively large width of the latter, 
and -the suggestion of a weak broad line under the former as 
indications of small splittings in these lines). Similarly, 
the 549 cm-l line splits into two at 549 and 575 cm-l in 
qualitative agreement with Line~• theory. The broad, weak 
line at 510 cm-l is assigned to the 2 x Alg phonon transition, 
earlier calculated to be at 520 cm-l Three lines appear in the 
-1 -1 
1000 cm region, but it appears that the 992 cm line, rather 
than the expected 963 cm-l line has been split by the AFM 
interaction. A search has been made for the lowest lying 
exciton level without success; its expected proximity to the 
laser line entails detection in the presence of intense laser 
light. 
-1 
The weak line at about 810 cm has appeared at slightly 
different frequencies for two different laser lines, and so is 
probably a Raman line. There is no trace of this line in the 
liquid air spectrum, and it is thus possible the line rep-
resents a two-exciton transition; but further work will be 
necessary to firmly establish.its origin. 
A few points should be noted. Firstly, the exciton lines 
are much narrower than Raman lines associated with paramagnetic 
transitions in Cocl 2 • This property should be expected, 
because the electronic excitation is now a lattice excitation 
with much the same properties as even-parity phonons. Secondly, 
no splitting of lines by the interlayer interaction is 
evident, even in the high resolution spectrum. The final 
point is that the AFM spectra are highly temperature dependent, 
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the spectra in Figure 7.13 being recorded at the lowest 
temperatures possible for a cold-finger mounted crystal, about 
case. A more satisfactory, albeit more difficult 
arrangement is to immerse the sample in liquid helium, which 
is pumped on to remove bubbles of gas and to effect even lower 
temperatures. AFM features should be discerned more readily 
. h . 41 in sue experiments 
C H A P T E R 8 
THE PAST AND FUTURE OF Co 2+ 
8 , \ PREVIOUS RAMAN EXPE_~IMENT§, 
~~ instances of published work 
spectrosc6py are worthy of comment. 
in the field of Raman 
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Raman spectra of crystali of co 2Geo4 have been measured 
· 37 at room and low t~mperatures by Koningstein et al •• In 
this crystal, the site symmetry of the Co 2+ ions is 0 3d, as in 
cocl2 , and the Neel temperature is 20°K, which is again very 
similar to that of coc1 2 • At 83°K, eleotronic Raman lines are 
observed at 229, 900 and 961 cm-1 • Not surprisingly, these 
are quite broad. The polarization of all the lines is given 
as E. 
g 
h ' ' d ' h h f ' 49 Te spectrum is interprete using t et eory o Lines , 
the three lines being assigned respectively toy;+ y+ 6 c(l)r:), 
+ + (2) + + + Ys + y6 ( r 8) and y4cr7). It is not possible with the 
available information to predict with certainty the positions 
of the missing lines: determination of the relevant polarizat-
ion data is required. However, if as is indicated by 
Koningstein et al., the trigonal field parameter V must be 
positive, a y!((l)r:) band should occur in the 500 cm-l region, 
and another transition should appear either below 6r in the 
-1 -1 900 cm band, or well above the 961 cm. band. 
As a technique for measuring the first-order phonon 
spectrum of MgO, Mon71 introduced Co 2+ ions into the crystal 
d b d ' t 1 t ' ' C 2+ an o serve its Raman spectra. In crys as con ain1ng o , 
a strong line appears at 934 cm-1 , and is assigned by Mon to a 
fluorescence transition of 20470 cm-l between the 4F cubic 
ground state, and the 4P "first excited state" of the same 
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2+ symmetry (the site symmetry of the Co ions is cubic). Noting, 
however, the similarity with the strong Raman lines associated 
with the trigonal field-split (2 )r! level in our crystals, we 
postulated that the line was in fact a Raman line. In an 
experiment, using a different laser frequency, this was shown 
72 to be the case . There is no trace, in the spectra published 
by Mon, of the higher frequency r; or of the lower frequency 
. (1) + r 8 levels, but it may be possible with careful measurement 
to observe these, and thereby to measure the spin-orbit inter-
action. 
8.2 INFRARED ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS 
As has been described earlier, IR absorption lines 
associated with low energy Co 2+ electronic transitions will be 
weak because they are parity forbidden, and the dominant 
spectral features will be vibronic peaks arising from simul-
taneous electronic plus odd-vibrational transitions. 
This situation was not recognised by zvyagin et ai. 44 and 
there can be little doubt that the 1188 cm-l peak observed by 
these authors is a vibronic sideband to their 980 cm- 1 line. 
The difference frequency of 209 ± 11 
54 · 
with Lockwood's values for the A2 u 
-1 
cm is to be compared 
-1 
and E phonons of 157 cm u 
-1 and 253 cm respectively, and measurements by 
73 · 
Kennedy which 
show a strong absorption in the region 180-220 
-1 
cm Two 
lines observed by Zvyagin et al., 980 and 1120 cm- 1, coincide 
well with the Raman frequencies although we note the possibility 
-1 . 
that the 1120 cm peak could be of vibrational origin. 
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-1 0 Similarly_ the line at ~1015 cm observed at 10 K is in 
accordance with equivalent Raman spectra. 
Robson's spectra45 were plagued by impurity lines 61 , and 
by the extreme weakness of most of the Co 2+ lines. Only the 
y; +;y:(( 2 )r;) line is correctly identified, this line appear-
ing with some strength ineach of the three crystals measured -
CdC1 2 (Co), CdBr 2 (co) and MnC1 2 (Co). CdC1 2 (Co) and CdBr 2 (Co) 
spectra have also been recorded by Johnstone74 , and it is 
clear further work is necessary for a full understanding of 
the IR spectra of all the doped crystals. In CdC1 2 (co), broad 
-1 
peaks occur at 1127, 1160, 1280 and 1320 cm , and sharp peaks 
at 999, 1027, 1166, 1184 and· 1196 cm -l. 
Note that the 29 cm-l splitting of the 925 and 954 cm-l 
Co 2+ lines is reflected in the pairs 1127 and 1160 (average 
-1 -1 
increment 204 cm ); 999 and 1027· (increment 74 cm ); 1166 
-1 
and 1196 (increment 241 cm ) . Assigning the two upper lines 
-1 2+ to the 1090 cm Co line, we derive increments of 190 and 
230 cm-1 • To complete the assembled data Lockwood's An and E ~u u 
phonon frequencies are 164 and 210 cm-1 • Although patterns 
can be discerned in this, and the data for the other crystals, 
comprehensive assignments cannot yet be made. 
Finally, mention should also be made of the work of 
75 Mooney et al. , who have in CdC1 2 (co) investigated the 
4T (4P) cubic field manifold of the Co 2+ ion, which is lg 
situated at 19000 cm- 1 • Determination of the Co 2+ levels in 
this and other manifolds would add valuable data to that now 
available for calculation purposes. 
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8.3 FUTURE WORK 
A~ has been previously mentioned, development of 
facilities to enable polarization measurements is taking place. 
When these experiments are completed, and the paramagnetic 
state of the crystals well understood, three avenues for 
further work will be open. 
The first is a series of IR and optical absorption 
experiments to enable higher energy electronic levels of the 
Co2+ i'on to be determi'ned. A · 't s a necessary prerequisi e, an 
-1 exhaustive IR study of the low energy 400-1400 cm region 
must be undertaken, so that the spectra of all crystals are 
completely understood in cases where the· electronic energies 
are known. This in turn may require further work on the 
subject of lattice vibrations. 
A full investigation of Cocl2 in its antiferromagnetic 
state is a second and obvious area for further research, and a 
third is the determination of the g-values of the low-lying 
paramagnetic states by means of Zeeman Raman experiments.· 
Development work for the latter is currently underway. 
8.4 CONCLUSION 
The experimental determination of the electronic energy 
levels of ions in solids is usually attempted by means of 
either absorption or Raman spectroscopy. The former is the 
most widely used, but.suffers drawbacks which limit the 
precision of the measurements. We have seen that even when 
the low-lying. Co2+ electronic energy levels a.re known, the IR 
spectrum of the region still cannot be fully interpreted, at 
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least without the investment of a large amount of experimen-
tal effort. 
On the other hand, the Raman technique, whilst generally 
limited to an energy maximum of a few thousand wavenumbers, 
does give clear and precise results, as is shown in this and 
other work in the field of electronic Raman scattering. 
The particular value of such results is that they allow a 
much fuller application of crystal field theory - in this case 
a measurement of the spin-orbit interaction and the trigonal 
distortion of the electrostatic field, both too small to be 
deduced from the optical absorption spectra. 
The introduction of Ram0n spectroscopy into the field of 
ionic interactions in crystals has, therefore, made a 
significant contribution to thi~ ijspect of physics. 
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APPENDIX I 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
In this appendix, the program which was used to calculate 
the transformation properties of the 8 tensor is described. 
The other programs are similar, except that they and i 
programs had to be split into two parts in order to fit them 
into the computer. 
I.l Input 
The first card carries .the group name and a carriage 
control character, the second the order of the group, G, the 
number of classes, H, and the orders of the classes, GPCLSS. 
Next come G-1 cards containing matrices of the form (3.8), 
which describe the group operations. The condensed character 
of the first representation is then read, and is converted to 
a real two-dimensional representation if it is complex. The 
character is now expanded to its full form (one element of the 
character corresponding to each group element). For two and 
three-dimensional representations the (11), (12) and (23) 
elements of each representation matrix is read in, as 
appropriate, having been calculated by another program. 
I.2 Calculation 
A subroutine BASEFN performs projection operations on a 
th_ird-·rank tensor possessing no symmetry in any of its 
indices. For two- and three-dimensional representations, 
BASEFN is used first to calculate the terms \ransforming 
according to the first row of the repiesentation, and then, 
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from that term, to calculate its partners. Subroutine ANTISM 
is then used to obtain the terms belonging to each 
representation which have S symmetry (see Chapter 3). An out-
put routine presents the results in a readable form. 
I.3 The Program 
The program, which is written. in Fortran IV, appears on 
the next two pages. 
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Computer Program for Calculating the Transformation Properties of the S tensor 
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IFILLL.~T.11 M~•2 
BAS~F~ P~JJECTS Jui ]F F4:rl ~1~ )~ ALPHI l~TJ XYZ • 
c•LL UAS~FN(ALPHA,XVZ,M~,l,J!SCI 
IF(LLL • E~.01 GOT~ 9 
:n 11 I• I, 27 




[F(~M.r.T.11 CALL eASEF~(XYl,lXY,M~,2,JISCI !~!;~~E3i~l CALL BAS~F'l(ZXY,YZXr~~,3,JISC) 
CAL~ ANTIS~(XYl,x,ots:,21, , 
IF(~l!.~-T.u CAL_ A.~Tl,~(XYZ,Y,'.JIS:,zn 
IF( ~:i. E:J. :11 :hLL ,\'l·JI S~( XV l, l',J Is:,? 71 
'<E,H'11J nrs: 
E~D 'Jr :t,LCUL-\TIJ'I, :li:'.;trlNl'l:. OF JUTPlJT aJufl~E. 
n:i 70 1=1,27 













'< 11 JI 
0• 2 (JI 
0. 3 l JI 
"l l JI 
, 7 I JI 
·1 l l JI 
X l I I JI• • '> 
YI I, JI • • 5 
l ( I, J J + • 5 
X( 1,J)- •> 







































































































SU8~0JTl•E 8ASEF.(ALP • A1XYZ,MH1E~~E~A NHI . , -
REAL STJ(271271,PqQJT(Zrl,ALPHA(27,27l,xvzcz7,271,XX(48,31 
REAL PQ~C27 - -
DITEGER EUREKA 
1•TEGER G 
COH~]'I /~LANK/ XX,El3,3,481,G 
88 ~aJ;~;h21 
PO~CJl•J. . 
00 7 l•l,27 
P~OJT(ll•ALPHA(LL,11 
OD l l=l,3 
OD l J•l,3 
Y?-I./J:!1!3*CJ-ll~IJ 
C•P~DJTC 111 
OJ 5 L=l,27 
~in!tt.~gr; GO TO l 
I.JJ b (=l,G 
O=XXC<,EU~E~~I•: 
DO b M=l,3 
A=EI 11-M,O*O 





DJ 9 I~l,27 
DO 9 J= l, 77 
PORC Jl,.NR I J l+SHlC 1,J l•~M/G 
D• 18 J•l,27 
XYHLL, JI •PJR( JI 
w~ITEl•~I ((XYZll,Jl,J=l,271,1=1 1 271 
RETJR'l 
E'lll 
1~1~ 0W~I1~.~l'!f~6:l1 :~111:~I 
LEVEL •O.Ql 
REAJC~'ll ICXYZCl,Jl,J=l,•1,1=1,'ll 
DO l 1=1,'l . X 1,11= XYZll,2l+XYZl!,'tll•J.5-X'l'lll,101 
X 1,21= XYZll,3l+XYZCl,71l*J,5-XYZll,191 
X 1,31= XYZll,l31+XYlCl,llll•:>.5-XYlll 1 5- I· · · 
X 1,41= XYZC l,151+XYZ( 1,1711•0,5-XYZll,231 
X 1,51= XYlll,251+XYlll-,2lll+0,5-XYlll,q.) 
X 1,1>1= IYZl 1,2~1+XYZCl,241l•:l.5-XYlll,181 
L: 11iilr\•'l' ,,b1•xvz,1,e1-o.s•cx,z,1,1b1•x,z,1,12, +xvz,1,2J1•x,z 
X( f ,sl=XYl( l,l1>1•XYZI I ,121-J,5•CXYZ( 1,2:l)+XVZC 1,221+XYtll,bl+OZ( I 
J, 811 · · - - · -
llJ l, I• 1, 'l . · 
~'1l'l•lv0:J 
l"l'l •lO~c, 
DJ lJ J=l,8 
R~=4BS(X( 1,JII 
IF(RR.LT~~Hl~,A~D,R~ • ~T.LEVELI ~NI••~~ 
D1 12.J•l,8. -







Table XVI describes the distribution of the components of 
the tensors S(w0 ,w1 ,w2), Y(w0 ,w1 ,w2 ,w3) and Y(w0 ,w1 ,w2 ,w 2) 
among the irreducible representations of the important 
molecular point groups. The tensors are denoted S', y' and y" 
respectively in the table. 
The ranks of the tensors are three, four and four 
respectively. The first two possess no symmetry, but the 
third is invariant with res~ect to permutation of its last two 
indices. The numbers are obtained by application of the 
method of Bhagavantum and Suryanarayana20 , which is described 
in section 3.4. The characters of the transformation matrices 
are: 
= 8 Cos 3e ± 12 Cos 2 e + 6 Cose ± 1 
± 8 Cose+ 1 
= 
± 2 Cos 0. 
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TABLE XVI The symmetric structure of the tensors 
f3 (w0,wl,w2), y (w0,wl,w2,w3) and Y{w 0 ,w 1 ,w 2 ,w 2). 
Number of tensor components Xumber of tensor components 
Group Rep. fJ' .,. ., .. Group Rep. /J' ·l ., .. 
c. A' 14 41 28 c,. A' 0 19 12 
A" 13 40 26 E,' 6 1 1 
c. A 13 41 28 E,' 1 10 7 
B 14 40 26 
A" 7 0 0 
E1"· 0 16 10 
c. A 9 27 18 E," 3 4 3 
E 9 27 18 v.. A,' I 10 7 
c, A 7 21 14 A,' 1 9 5 
B 6 20 H E' 6 11 8 
E 7 20 13 A111 3 4 3 
A," 4 4 3 
c. A 7 19 12 E" 3 16 10 
E, 6 17 11 v,. A,' 0 10 7 E, 4 14 10 A,' 0 9 5 
c, A 7 19 12 E,' 6 1 
B 2 8 6 E,' 1 10 
E, 6 16 10 A," 3 .o 0 
E, 3 11 8 A2" 4 0 0 
E," 0 16 10 
D, A 6 21 15 ~II 3 4 3 
B, 7 20 13 D,a .4,. 3 II 8 
B, 7 20 13 A, 3 10 6 B, 7 20 13 B, 3 10 1 
D, A1 4 14 10 B, 4 10 7 
A, s 13 8 E 7 20 13 
E 9 27 18 D.,_, .4 I 0 10 7 
A, 0 9 5 
D, A, 3 II 8 B, 3 1 
.4, 4 10 6 B, 4 1 1 
B, 3 10 7 E, 6 4 3 
B, 3 10 7 E, 3 11) 7 
E 7 20 13 E, 16 10 
D, .4, 3 10 7 Du A, 0 10 7 
A, 4 9 s A, 0 9 5 
E, 6 17 11 B, 3 0 0 
E, 4 14 10 B, 4 0 0 
D, A1 3 10 7 
E, 6 0 0 
E 0 10 7 A, 4 9 s ' 
B, 1 4 3 E, 1 
4 3 
B, l 4 3 
E, 3 l l 
E, 6 16 10 
E, 0 16 10 
E, 3 11 8 s, A 6 21 14 
B 7 20 14 c,. A, 7 21 15 E 7 20 13 
A, 6 20 13 
B1 7 20 13 s, A 0 19 12 
B, 7 20 13 B 7 2 2 
E, 6 4 3 
c .. A, 5 14 10 E, 3 .10 7 
A, 4 13 8 E, 1 16 10 
E 9 27 18 
T A 2 7 5 
c., A, 4 11 8 E 2 7 s 
A, 3 10 6 F 7 20 13 
B, 3 10 7 T, A, 1 4 3 B, 3 10 7 
E 7 20 13 
A, 1 3 2 
E 2 7 s 
c .. A, 4 10 7 F, 3 10 6 
A, 3 9 s F, 4 10 7 
E, 6 17 11 
E, 4 14 10 0 A, 1 4 3 
c .. A1 4 10 7 A, 1 3 2 
A, 3 9 s E 2 7 s F, 4 10 6 B, l 4 3 F, 3 10 7 B, 1 4 3 
E, 6 16 10 
E, 3 11 8 c ... A, 4 10 7 
A, 3 9 s 
Co A' 2 19 12 E, 6 16 10 
E' 6 11 8 E, 3 10 7 
A" 7 8 6 E, 1 4 3 
F." 3 16 10 E. 0 1 
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APPENDIX III 
PDP-8 PROGRAM FOR THE PULSE--RATE DETECTOR 
III.l General 
The PDP-8 program which forms a part of the pulse rate 
detector operates within the framework of a timeshare program 
which allocates one millisecond in every four to the Raman 
'program. The timeshare program also provides standard sub-
routines for reading, printing or punching data, for program 
interrupt response and a facility enabling user programs to be 
controlled by typed command. The basic function of the Raman 
program is to time counting periods and to record the counts 
that accumulate in the external counter during each one. At 
the end of each experimental scan, !RO is typed, the stored 
spectrum is punched onto paper tape and the program 
reinitialized. Initialization can also be accomplished with 
the command !RC. Two memory locations are used per data 
point, which gives a maximum allowable count of over 16 x 106 . 
Whenever the counter is half-full (2 10 counts), a program 
interrupt occurs which allows an interim count to be stored 
and the counter to be reset. 
III.2 The Program 
A spectrum can be started by a switch in Raman laboratory 
(6331 on) provided that DATA has been put to zero (by !RO or 
!RC). After further initialization, the program goes into a 
loop, watching for the end of the count period, or for the end 
of the scan (6331 off). In the former case, the count and any 
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wavelength marker is stored, in the latter DATA is made non-
zero, and the program returns to the waiting loop at the 
beginning (this also occurs wl1en the storage area is full). 
In the listing which follows, references to several 







is a one second clock; 
is a standard interrupt return; 
is a teletype output routine; 
is a punch output routine; 
is the timeshare waiting loop; 
is the routine which watches for commands. 
Three input/output instructions are used: 
6331 - off/on switch 
6332 - counter overflow flag. 
6334 - read and clear counter. 
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Computer Program for the Raman Pulse-Rate Detector 
.ITf,,.tr~AR[ 2 ~.a.MAH SCATT'-RJNG E,-;P[M!HF.HT 
,AftT00,0£.1( kF..GlSlEkS k1012 ANO 0wj3 • 
IPAGr. ZERO LOCATlor.s 012i, to .,.,0 
IC(J~AHD TABLF. 075''9 TO 07~7 
IOATA 5TOkF 32tH TO !JI 77 
IPkO(;qAM, 5'20it 10 ~~11 
•e,,12 




81H 411131 DATA.,. 0001 /Sf.T TO lF.WO BW' !kC AlltD HcO. Of'ifLY 

















































52 ... , 
5242 
5U3 5, .... 
5245 




























































































































IF."-lkY SH NOTAH' 
.JMP I ROTAT!: 
kEDIJ>!hlt8ff 1'£NTR\' ,oR I HS 
TAD CNT!iiA'I 
DCA COUNT 
. .1'4P I REOEl"S 
•S299 l'BF.Gll'ffllfrf& o, "fAIN PR0GkA'4 
START• 6331 ISl(IPS IF S•ITCHEO ON 
JHP.•I 
Q.A ClL 
TAD DATA /WAITS UNTIL DATA IS ZERO 
SZA CLA 
.NP ~TART 
[)CA CLOC1<2 1003!, IS I NCREH[NTEO t\lEFcY sec 
TAD CLOCK2 
SPA SNA lloi4ITS UNTIL CLOOC AEiAJH INCREMENTED 
JMP••2 INO 
,33,4 l''t[S • CAH NOn BEGIN I Sl COLIHT PEt<IOD 
IA'i CL0O< HAS JUST B[GUN A SECOND 
CLA 
DCA CLOCl<2 
OCA LESIG l'INTtHRUPT HAY' HA\IF. 0t-1'[HATEO TO f'ILL 
DCA MORSIG ITHESF. WHILE IN loiAlf Loo..-
WAIT• 6331 lliilAIT FOR COUNTING flEHIOD TO EXl-'lHE 
Jf'IP SAV[ /\.'HEN RIIH !l;IJIITCHF.0 OFF 
TAD CLOCK2 
TAD TIH[ l'TIHE IS 111"-US COUNTING PERIOD 
C'9181'h SPA CLA /IS ACCUMUL.ATON POSITIVt7 ..,,.,p kAIT INO • CONTINUE wAITING 
CLL rtES • PERIOD HAS tXPlHEO 
DCA CLOCK2 
6334 ISTOkE kOIJtiNE .. READ AND CL£AR C_TR 
SPA IWAYF.LENC,TH 11AR'(EH? 
I SZ FLAG l'r'ES - SKlt-' 
OAMMA11 NOP 
AND M_..SI( IREritOYF. lMF WAVELENGTH MARt<Ek 
TAD LESIG /CONTAINS CO!INTEH OUERFLOIIII 
DCA I AOfl IS TORF. PART OF COL.lhT 
AAL 
TAD HORSJG 
I SZ F'LAG 11111 If NO MARKER 
TAO litAI/EM IA MARl<ER PUT IN 81 T ZfF<O 
DCA I ADD ISTOR€ THE OTHF.R PART 
CHA 
DCA rLAG IR!:Sf.T TO 11'11 
DCA LESIG 
DCA MORSIG 
r o;;z COIINT J'SKIP WHEN 5TOMAG£ IS FILLED 
Jl'IP ._AIT 








IINTf.RfcUPT t,,QIJTINF:: • CLF.AHS C01JNT£H TO PRFVF.NT 0\/DIFLOW 
,rNT,.RRIIPT OCCIIRS ti.'HEN COUNT EH IS HALF FULL 
PUNT., 8009 
li,332 l'Sl(JP IV COIJNTEFI' INTERRUPT 
J'NP I MINT ,NO - RFTllNft,f TO TE.ST OlHEk DE\IICES 
633A l'tES - HfAO AP.O CLEAN COUNTEk 
SPA / .. A\IF1.F.N6TH MARl([k7 
J"~ wAYF. IYE:S 
TAO u,tG INO 
DCA LESfG 
~ZL 
l~l MOMSJC. /ADD ANY 0\IEfocFLOllf llltTO MORSJG 
JHP I L'-XIT IJM .. TO JNTEkkllPT £)(1 T 












































5347 .... 2 ... 
































5410 21?!, ,. .. ,. 2123 
5Al2 ~20& 


























J"'S I LOlCH 
Jfl'P I L'l1AIT 
TIIO CQl!/'fl 
CIA 
TAO GA~!l1A ,.,.,. 





1,-a,~J:VF.'NlS RFAO OUl M-4ILF A 
IHl'N IS STILL JN "'kOGRF'SS 
.IHINC.t-. BFl.L 
l•NO OF POll'HS - hJ8it 
l'IF COl_tNT I~ '"IHMff 
.l•-NO Olo r'OINTS 
✓RESETS ADD 
PINCH., TAO I ADO 
DCA PNCOIIT ,F~F:TIIRN AOONESS NOT NEEDED 
TAD PNCOUT 
AND MASHA 1•087'1 10 onAIN I..OW[H 6. BITS 
TAD [OF.NT! IIST•CHAkACTF.k MAklC£~ 
J,..S I f'Akl TY 1£NSllk!S ODD PI-RtlY 
JMS I LOPCH /PllNCHU, CHAkACTtA 
TAO PNCOUT 
JHS ROTAT[ ITOP ~ BIT~ TO BOTTOPe OF Acc. 
-P1S "tASICPP IMA!™Sli SUS PAklTY ANO PUNCKtS 
TAD I ADO 
DCA l'NCOUT 
TAD PNCOIJT 
JM'- MA~PP IP!INCHtS CHARACttR 3 
TAD PNCOIIT 
JHS ROTATE 
..IMS MASl(t'P l'PIINCHII'!" CHARACT[R ,4 
JHS I LCHNO l'CHECl(S ro~ A COMMAND 
rsz RECF.T IOIITPIJl FINJSMEOl 
JMP ... tJNCH 
TAD l..OTCH /YES • PUNCM [OF MAR)(Ek 
JHS I LOPCH 
JHS LEADER 
JHP RECF.T•I 
MASl(Pu ff077 . 
t.EAD!l:R.,ff00ff IGEN£hAT[S LEAO[M TAP! 
TAD C0l00 l•1'1Ut 
DCA PNCOUT 
.Jl',fS I LOPCH IPIJNCHES A Z£1l0 
I SZ PNCOUT 
.JMP.-2 1'5& TIHES 
JMf' I LEADER /W1 TH CLA CLL 
MA51(PP.,000ff 
AND HASt<A 
JHS I PARITY 
JHS I LOPCH 
.JMP I MASl(PP 
RECET. 0000 ltHC £N1Hr ANO rRO ~XIT , 
TAD COUNT 




DC.\ COL.NT /'RESET COUNT 
DCA DATA 













SZL· l'IS LINK ZEkO? 
I sz K.£Efl IN0 • INCR£,1t1,[NT 1([£P 
I SZ TALLY 
JHt".-4 
TAD KEF.:P 
RAR /IF f.VF.N LJWC IS HOW Z£k0 
CLA CP'lL 
TAO RF.OF.PS 
SZL l'SM'IP IF ODO PARITY 
TAO PAR I• 0100 
JHP I 
IPARI 't, /'EN.TRY ,ok !RR CL'.AN., 000a 




DCA I ADO 
I SZ REDF.P!'I 
'4P••~ 
JMP I CLF.MI 
,RAMAN COMMAND TABLE 
•0150 
2217 l'tkO .. COMMENCE OUTPUT 
f'NCOUT 
2223 l!R!i - RF.5!TS THE SCALAR COLIHT 
rff:OEPS 
2203 l'!RC • INITrALISATIOH ANO RESfTTINS 
RECET 





The results presented in Part I have been published in 
the· Journal of Chemical Physics, volume 54, page 1141, 1971 in 
collaboration with D.J. Lockwood. 
Similarly, the preliminary results of the investigation 
described in Part II have been published jointly with D.J. 
Lockwood. The measurements of CdC1 2 (co), Mnc1 2 (co) and 
CdBr 2 (Co) appear in Chemical Physics Letters, volume 9, page 
559. Cocl 2 results appear in Chemical Physics Letters, volume 
8, page 120, and in Proceedings of the Second International 
Conference on Light Scattering in Solids, edited by M. 
Balkanski and published by Flammarion Sciences, Paris, in 
1971. 
The full results presented in Part II are to be published. 
This appendix reproduces the already published work. 
